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• Remove unnecessary instance variables from test cases.

2. Beta 1 - July 4th, 2016
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changes:

• updated all code for rails 5.0

• Updated installation instructions for Ruby and Rails for Windows, OSX, and Lin-
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• Updated all commands from `rake` to `rails` where appropriate

• Updated the Validation chapter to include a new section on fixing the controller
tests that broke

• Removed section on creating a Rake task, as we can now use db:seed for this
instead.

• Added explanation of ActiveRecord's new belongs_to behavior in the Cate-
gories chapter.

• Updated styles in the assets chapter to make the form more presentable

• Changed how controller tests work in the Security chapter.

• Updated the Heroku chapter to ensure app deploys properly

• Removed outdated terminology for "before filters" where appropriate

In addition, relevant text and images were updated to reflect additional changes in
the framework.





Preface

Get ready to forget everything you know about web application development, be-
cause Ruby on Rails will change your world. Web development with Ruby on Rails
is one of the fastest ways to build quality applications in a fraction of the time, and
all it takes is a little patience and a little time. If you've ever wanted to get started
with this technology, this guide is for you.

This simple yet detailed tutorial will guide you through the steps to build a working
web application using the Ruby on Rails framework. This guide is meant to expose
you to the Rails framework and is not meant to explain all of the concepts in depth.
When you’re finished with this tutorial, you will have a better understanding of the
basic concepts behind Rails and you should have a basic understanding of how Rails
applications are structured and developed.

1. What's In This Book

This guide is meant to be a very brief and quick overview of how Rails works. It's
not a comprehensive guide, but you'll learn what Rails is and how it works as you
build a small database-driven application.

We'll start out using Rails to create and host some static pages. We'll learn about
how to use commands to create files for us and how Rails' built-in web server
works.

Then we'll build a complete slice of an application using Rails' scaffolding com-
mand, a single command that generates all the code needed to create an app that lets
users create, retrieve, update, and delete records.

Scaffolding lets us get apps running quickly, but in order to go deeper we need to
learn Ruby, so we'll take a detour to dig into how the Ruby language works.

With some Ruby knowledge under our belts, we'll spend time exploring all the code
that the scaffolding gives us so we can wrap our heads around the patterns of the
Rails framework.

Scaffolding is a great learning tool, but it's not how professionals build things, and
so we'll move on to cleaning up the code it creates and then we'll expand our appli-
cation by adding another table. We'll learn about database relationships and how
Rails makes it easy to pull data together.

Then we'll explore validation and unit testing as we make sure that users can't enter
bogus data into our application.

After that we'll look at how easy it is to add authentication to our system. We'll keep
it simple in this book, by locking the entire application down with a single username
and password.
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And then we'll dig into how Rails manages images and stylesheets as we create an
interface that works on desktop and mobile devices. To do that, we'll look at Rails'
support for Sass, a superset of CSS that gives us variables and other awesome fea-
tures.

With a style in place, we'll return to unit testing as we develop a way to search for
recipes in our system and leverage the power of MVC so we can reuse existing com-
ponents.

Finally we'll explore how we can place this application online for the world to see,
and we'll explore how to maintain the changes to our code in a professional manner
with the version control software Git.

2. Who Should Read This Book

If you have basic knowledge of HTML, SQL, CSS, and have written database driven
applications in another language, this will be the perfect place for you to get started.

If you've never done a database-driven web app before, but you know the fundamen-
tals of programming, you'll still be able to follow this book, but some of the con-
cepts might be a little more confusing for you.

However, this book doesn't cover basic HTML, CSS, and SQL, nor does it cov-
er how to get started writing code. So if you're rusty on those, you'll want to find a
good resources such as the materials at http://webplatform.org.

3. What You Need

You'll need a computer running Windows 7 or 8, or a computer running Linux or
OSX. You'll need permission to install software on your computer, as well as an ac-
tive Internet connection. Alternatively, you can use Nitrous.IO1, a free platform that
gives you a Ruby on Rails IDE and Linux terminal right in your web browser. If you
choose that route, you'll be able to skip all of the installation steps in the next chap-
ter.

You'll also need a basic text editor. You can use SublimeText2 which is a commer-
cial editor with a trial period, or any other text editor that you'd write code in. Do
not, however, use a word processor like Microsoft Word. That's for writing words,
not code.

Finally, we'll use Ruby, Git, and the Ruby on Rails framework, but you'll see how to
install all of those things throughout this book.

1http://nitrous.io/
2http://www.sublimetext.com/

http://webplatform.org
http://nitrous.io/
http://www.sublimetext.com/
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4. Conventions

As you work through the book, you'll see some conventions.

When you're asked to type a command in the Terminal, it'll look like this:

$ rails new cookbook

The dollar sign ($) represents the Terminal prompt. You never type that part of the
command.

Sometimes you'll see snippets of code you'll type out. Those will look like this:

name = "Homer"
age = 42

Sometimes you'll see output from the screen, which will look like this:

heroku login
Enter your Heroku credentials.
Email: brian@example.com
Password:
Could not find an existing public key.
Would you like to generate one? [Yn]
Generating new SSH public key.
Uploading ssh public key /Users/brian/.ssh/id_rsa.pub

This is a hands-on book, so there will be many places where we'll reference files,
folders, methods, and classes. The book's formatting should make it clear which file
you're expected to edit.

5. Where to go for help

The book's web page contains a link to the book's forum where you can ask ques-
tions and provide feedback. This book is frequently updated and you can check the
book's version number in the book's footer. When reporting any problems, please be
sure to report the version of the book you're reading.





Chapter 1. Introduction And Setup

Ruby on Rails is a framework designed to make building high-quality, well-tested,
stable, and scalable database-driven web applications easy. It's written in the highly
dynamic Ruby programming language.

Ruby was used mostly in Japan until it drew the attention of a developer from
37Signals. The developer, David Heinemeier-Hansson, was working on a new
project called Basecamp. He felt very limited by the languages he was using to de-
velop the project and so he started working with Ruby, taking advantage of all of the
built-in features of the language.

In July 2004, he released the Rails framework which he extracted from his work on
Basecamp. Several versions later, Rails has burst onto the scene and attracted the at-
tention of many development shops and industry leaders including Microsoft, Ama-
zon, Oracle, Boeing, Thoughtworks, Hulu, YellowPages.com, and many others.

Rails continues to evolve, adding features that offer developers robust platform for
modern web development.

Since its creation, Rails has influenced MVC frameworks in nearly every language
used for web application development. Principles from Rails have been incorporat-
ed into ASP.Net MVC, Laravel, Django1, ColdFusion On Wheels, Grails, Play, and
many more. However, the dynamic nature of the Ruby language makes the Rails
framework stand out from the rest, letting developers be productive by writing much
less code.

Well-written Rails applications have no trouble scaling to tens of thousands of
users. Scaling web applications is difficult work and involves intricate knowledge
of database design, optimization, network management, caching, and many other
factors. Language is rarely the issue. Take Wordpress, for example. Wordpress is a
massively popular platform for running a blog. Failure to correctly set Wordpress up
with proper caching can result in significant problems, as the database receives too
many connections and the site becomes unavailable. Properly configured Wordpress
setups handle hundreds of thousands of users each month with no difficulty.

Rails is the same way. While a default Rails application might choke under extreme
load, Rails provides the tools you need to build apps that can scale to hundreds of
thousands of users. You just have to learn how those tools work. We'll talk about a
few of those issues in this book, but don't worry too much about scaling yet.

1.1. Basic Concepts

Rails is a framework that ties some of the best practices of web development togeth-
er into a tight and cohesive bundle. Once you understand the basic concepts of the
framework, your productivity will increase rapidly.

1Rails borrows from Django a lot too
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MVC Design Pattern

The MVC or Model-View-Controller pattern explicitly splits up your code and sepa-
rates business logic from presentation and flow control logic. It also provides mech-
anisms for easy reuse of code. Traditional web applications written in languages like
PHP tend to have scripts intermingled with business logic. Developers can avoid this
but without a design pattern such as MVC, the process tends to be trial and error.
Microsoft's ASP.Net MVC framework actually follows many of the same patterns
that Ruby on Rails implements. And Rails implements some patterns found in other
MVC frameworks that came before.

The components of MVC

Models contain all business rules and data interaction. All database-related CRUD
(Create, Read, Update, and Delete) code belongs in the model as well. If this pattern
is followed correctly, you’ll never write a select statement anywhere outside of the
model. Instead, you will access your data by calling a method on the model.

Views are what your end users will see. They are the web pages in a web application,
or the user screens in a desktop application. They should contain very little presen-
tation logic and should be optimized for reuse. Views should never interact directly
with models.

Controllers are the glue of the application. Controllers receive user requests, retrieve
data from the models, and then send the appropriate view to the user.

Think of the MVC pattern this way: If you went to a nice restaurant, you would ask
to see a menu. Your server would bring you a menu. You can think of your server
as a controller, and the menu as a view. You decide you want a burger, which you
choose from the menu. The server then takes your request back to the kitchen. The
server doesn't make your food though. The cooks in the kitchen do that. Once the
cooks in the kitchen finish making your burger, your server takes it and brings it
back to you. You can think of the kitchen as the models in MVC.

Notice the separation of concerns. You can't talk to the kitchen directly, and the
menu doesn't either. Everything goes through your server. That's how MVC works.
Models don't talk to views, controllers don't do any business logic, and views don't
do anything other than display things to users.

So how does this work in a web application? You make a request through your
browser to a certain URL. The server receives that request and the application deter-
mines what controller is associated to that request. It routes the request to that con-
troller. The controller may need some data, so it works with a model to get that da-
ta. The controller also needs to construct, or “render” a response, so it grabs a view,
which it then sends back as the request. During the rendering process, the data from
the model is injected into the view. The response is interpreted by the end user and
the user clicks a link, fills out a form, and sends a new request.
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The following figure illustrates how Rails implements the MVC pattern:

Figure 1.1. The MVC Pattern

Requests come into the dispatcher which routes to the appropriate controller.
Controllers grab data from Models and decide which view to render. The
dispatcher then returns the rendered view back to the user in the response.
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Rails follows this model very closely, but also adds a few additional components to
keep things more organized. As we work through this book, you'll learn more about
how Rails implements the MVC pattern.

Asset Management

Modern web applications use a lot of JavaScript files and stylesheets. The Rails
framework provides a mechanism to manage these files. In production, your
stylesheets are combined into a single file and compressed, reducing download
times. JavaScript files are treated the same way.

Rails supports the CoffeeScript and Sass preprocessing languages as well, giving
you more power and flexibility.

Test-driven development

Test-driven development (TDD) is a programming methodology where you write
tests to drive the design and development of your code. These tests also prove that
your code actually works. In an ideal world, you will write your tests first and then
write enough application code to make your tests pass.

For example, a developer will create a unit test to design the code that will create a
new user in the system. The test will fail until the developer actually writes the code
that creates the user. The developer writes the code and continues to run the tests un-
til the tests pass.. If they don’t pass, the developer knows that the functional code is
wrong. Once the tests pass, the developer knows they can move on to the next fea-
ture. New tests are added when new features are added, and tests are changed to re-
flect new requirements. Since the tests change with the code, they're always current,
and you can use those tests to make sure that you don't break existing features when
you add new features.

Rails includes support for unit and integration testing right out of the box. There are
no additional libraries or configurations you need to do in order to begin doing test
driven development.

Other features and components of Rails

Generator scripts help you create Rails models, views, and controllers.

rails server is a script that launches a Ruby-based web server you'll use while you
build your application. This lets you quickly test your application without having to
jump through deployment hoops or figure out how to make Rails work with Apache
while you're learning how this all works.

Migrations let you define a database-agnostic schema incrementally, with the abil-
ity to roll back your changes. You can use Migrations to easily develop on SQLite,
stage to MySQL, and deploy on Oracle.
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Gems allow developers to add new features to the Ruby language at almost any
level. Gems can introduce new features, override existing ones, modify Ruby core
classes, or even share common models and controllers across multiple applications.
Gems are easy to write and seamless to use. They allow the Rails core team to deny
many feature requests, keeping the Rails framework small and agile.

Rake is a Ruby program that runs user-defined tasks. Rails includes many tasks that
help you manage your application, and you can quickly write your own tasks to au-
tomate things. We won't use Rake directly in this book, but we will run some tasks
that use Rake behind the scenes.

Before we can get going, we'll need to get things installed.

1.2. Installing Ruby on Rails

Rails works on many platforms, but I'll cover Windows, Mac, and Ubuntu here, the
three most common platforms. We'll be using Ruby 2.2.2 and Rails 5.0 for this tuto-
rial, as it's available on all platforms.

Quickstart with Cloud9

Cloud9 is an online development environment that lets you build and deploy Ruby
applications right in your browser. With Cloud9 you'll have Ruby, Git, and Rails in-
stalled all available, with a simple IDE and a terminal. And it's all free.

To get started in the quickest way possible, visit http://c9.io and create a free ac-
count. Verify your email and sign in. Then create a new workspace. When choosing
a template, choose the Generic template. Your workspace appears, and you'll have a
terminal and an IDE in your browser. Ruby, Rails, and everything else you need is
installed, so you can move on to the next chapter.

If you want to set up your personal machine to develop Rails applications, read on.

Installing on Windows

Installing Rails on Windows can be tricky. There are a few options available, but the
simplest approach is to download RailsInstaller, a complete toolkit for working with
Rails on Windows. 2

You'll be presented with a few options for download. You'll want the one for Ru-
by version 2.2.2. Download and run the installer for Windows and accept all of the
defaults. At the end of the process, ensure that the option to configure Git and SSH
keys is checked.

2http://www.railsinstaller.com.

http://c9.io
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RailsInstaller will get your environment set up using Ruby 2.2.2 and Rails 4.2,
which we'll upgrade manually to 5.0. It also installs RubyGems package manage-
ment tool which we'll use to install some additional Ruby libraries.

The RailsInstaller also installs Git, a version control system we'll use later in the tu-
torial, and SQLite3, a simple embedded relational database that we'll use to store our
records throughout this book.

Use the Rails Command Prompt

RailsInstaller sets up everything you need to work with Rails on Win-
dows, but you must use it through its special “Rails Command Prompt”.
The tools it installs are not available under the normal Windows Com-
mand Prompt.

Once the RailsInstaller installation process finishes, you'll be placed at a command
prompt which asks for your name and email address. Enter those to configure Git
and generate an SSH key which you will use later for deployment.

Finally, since RailsInstaller installs Rails 4.2, run this command to install Rails 5.0

$ gem install rails -v=5.0.0

This upgrades Rails to the version we'll use in this book. But remember, when us-
ing Rails, always open the “Command Prompt For Rails”, not the regular command
prompt.

At this point you should have a working development environment on Windows.

Installing on Mac OSX

Lion and Snow Leopard both come with Ruby and Rails installed, but the versions
are out of date.   We'll use RVM, the Ruby Version Manager, which is a tool that
compiles Ruby and all of its prerequisites for our machine. It won't conflict with the
Ruby that's installed by default.

Next, you'll need to install XCode from the App Store. It's free, but it's also quite
large.

Once XCode is installed you'll need to enable some command line tools that RVM
needs in order to install and compile some software. Open a Terminal and type the
command

$ xcode-select --install

This will start a small installation program to install additional tools.

With the compilers installed, open a new Terminal window and type this command:
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$ \curl -sSL https://get.rvm.io | bash -s stable

This will install RVM on your machine into your home directory. When it com-
pletes, you'll want to close Terminal and launch it again. Then run this command to
install Ruby.

$ rvm install ruby 2.2.2

The process may take some time to install. Once it completes, you'll want to make
this version of Ruby the default for this tutorial:

$ rvm use --default 2.2.2

Finally, you can install the Rails framework using the gem command from the Ter-
minal:

$ gem install rails -v=5.0.0

This installs the version of Rails we'll use in this book and the corresponding depen-
dencies.

Installing Git

Git is already installed on OSX.

Installing on Linuxr

There are a lot of ways to install Ruby on Rails on Linux-based systems, but we'll
use RVM, the Ruby Version Manager to simplify the installation.

Open a new Terminal window and type these commands:

$ gpg --keyserver hkp://keys.gnupg.net --recv-keys
409B6B1796C275462A1703113804BB82D39DC0E3

$ \curl -sSL https://get.rvm.io | bash -s stable

You'll be prompted to enter your password so the packages can be installed.

This will install RVM on your machine into your home directory. When it com-
pletes, you'll want to close Terminal and launch it again. Then run this command to
install Ruby.

$ rvm install ruby 2.2.2

The process will take some time to install. Once it completes, you'll want to make
this version of Ruby the default for this tutorial:

$ rvm use --default 2.2.2
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Finally, you can install the Rails framework using the gem command from the Ter-
minal:

$ gem install rails -v-5.0

This installs the version of Rails we'll use for this book and the corresponding de-
pendencies.

Installing Git

We'll need the Git version control application to deploy our finished app. To install
this, use your distribution's package manager. For Ubuntu, Use the apt package
manager to install Git

$ sudo apt-get install git

This installs Git and its related libraries.

Working with Older Versions of Rails

This book is written with Rails 5.0 in mind. It is possible that the version of Rails
that's currently provided by Rubygems is newer. This may cause some problems
as Rails is a constantly-evolving framework. However, it's easy to have multiple
versions of the Rails framework installed on your machine, thanks to Rubygems.

The command

$ gem list rails

will quickly tell you which versions of Rails you have installed. To install a spe-
cific version of Rails, you simply issue this command:

$ gem install rails -v=5.0

To install Rails 4.2 in order to follow along with some older books and tutorials,
install it with

$ gem install rails -v=4.2

That takes care of the installation. You're ready to go!

What You Learned

In this chapter you got a brief overview of the various components of Rails and you
got your development environment configured.

Now that your machine is configured to work with Ruby on Rails, let's start explor-
ing!



Chapter 2. Your First Rails Application

There's no better way to learn something than by doing, so let's use Ruby on Rails to
build a simple database-driven application. Throughout this book we'll put togeth-
er a simple web-based cookbook that will let us keep track of our favorite recipes.
Each recipe will have ingredients, instructions, and a title. Eventually you'll be able
to associate a category to the recipe. When we're done we'll be able to look at this on
our computers as well as our phones.

In this chapter we'll start with the very basics. We'll learn about our application a bit,
and we'll put together the home page of our application as well as a couple of addi-
tional pages, and we'll get a chance to see how Rails integrates with HTML.

2.1. About Our Application

We're going to develop a very basic online cookbook application. When it comes
down to deciding on the features of an application, it helps to think about them in
terms of “user stories”, an approach that asks developers to look at the features of
the product from the user's perspective.

A “user story” often follows this format:

• As a _____

• I want to _____

• So that I can _______

We need to be a able to fill in these blanks with a type of user, a specific task, and
a reason for doing that task. This helps us stay on track and keeps us focused on
adding real value for the users.

Here are the user stories for the application we're going to build:

• As a visitor, I want to see the number of recipes on the home page of the site so I
know the site is being used.

• As a visitor, I want to learn about the site so I can decide if the content has any
value to me.

• As a visitor, I want to be able to view recipes so I can make something good for
dinner.

• As a site owner, I want to be able to create new recipes so I can share them with
the world.

• As a site owner, I want to be able to modify existing recipes so I can fix my mis-
takes
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• As a site owner, I want to be able to delete recipes so I can remove junk I don't
want to share anymore.

• As a site owner, I want to make sure that the title, instructions, and ingredients for
a recipe are required fields so that a recipe is complete.

• As a site owner, I want to be able to place recipes in categories so I can organize
them better.

• As a site owner, I want to have to log in to the site be able to create, update, or
delete recipes, so that the general public can't modify my database and mess with
my records.

• As a visitor to the site, I want to be able to view the site on my mobile phone as
well as my desktop so that I can read recipes at the store or in the kitchen.

• As a visitor to the site, I want to be able to search for recipes so that I can find
something to make for dinner.

As we work through this book, we'll address each of these stories. When we're done
we'll have a fully working app that includes all of these features. Let's get started!

2.2. Creating The Application

The rails command-line application, which was installed for you when you in-
stalled the Rails framework on your machine, performs a lot of file management
tasks. It's also what we use to generate a new application.

Create a new Rails project by opening a Terminal window and typing

$ rails new cookbook

This creates a new folder called cookbook and generates a bunch of subfolders
and files that make up the Rails framework itself. When you run the command you'll
see output like this:
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create
create  README.md
create  Rakefile
create  config.ru
create  .gitignore
create  Gemfile
create  app

...
run  bundle install
Fetching source index from https://rubygems.org/
Resolving dependencies...

...
Using rails 5.0.0
Installing sass-rails 5.0.5
Bundle complete! 15 Gemfile dependencies, 63 gems now installed.
Use `bundle show [gemname]` to see where a bundled gem is installed.
    run  bundle exec spring binstub --all
* bin/rake: spring inserted
* bin/rails: spring inserted
...

This command creates the folder cookbook and places a whole bunch of frame-
work files in that folder. It also runs a few additional tasks, including downloading
some additional dependencies this new app will need.

This is just one of Rails' generators. As you move through this tutorial, you’ll notice
that Rails has many generators that build files for you. Generators are great for file
creation and laying down code that’s generic.

Before moving on, switch directories into this new cookbook folder that the
rails command created for you.

$ cd cookbook

You'll issue all of your future commands in this folder.

Generating a project using a specific Rails version

You can have multiple versions of Rails installed via RubyGems. And you can
choose which version of Rails you wish to use for your application. For exam-
ple, if you need to use Rails 5.0.0 to follow along with this book, you can install
it with

$ gem install rails -v=5.0.0

and then create the cookbook project with

$ rails _5.0.0_ cookbook

The _5.0.0_ parameter tells RubyGems which version of the rails exe-
cutable to use.
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A Quick Look at a Rails Application Structure

We just ran a single command that created a huge number of folders and files. A
Rails application has a standard structure and each of these folders and files has a
purpose.

The app folder is where most of your application's code will go. Within the app
folder there's a folder for models, one for controllers, and one for views.
There's also a folder called helpers which will contain methods we can use in
our views. The assets folder is where we'll store our stylesheets, JavaScript files,
and images that need to be built dynamically and compiled into minified deployable
packages. The channels, jobs and mailers folders are for more advanced fea-
tures such as realtime communication, background jobs, and email templates. You'll
spend most of your time working with files in the appfolder.

The config holds most of the configuration files for our application.

The db folder contains files that configure and manage our database schema.
As you'll soon learn, you'll be able to use Ruby code to define and manage your
database tables, so you can keep your database development in sync with your appli-
cation development.

The lib  folder is where you might put your own custom extensions to Rails. It's
also where you'll store any automated tasks you wish to write for your application.

The log folder contains log files for our application server.

The test folder is where all of the model, controller, and application tests go. Test-
driven development is an important part of building professional Rails applications,
and there's a special place already created for us to do that.

The tmp folder is where Rails stores its temporary files.

The vendor folder is where any third-party libraries will be installed. This folder
isn't used nearly as much now as it was in older versions of Rails.

As we move through the book, you'll get a chance to look at many of these folders in
more detail. But one of the neatest things about Rails is that each application has this
exact structure, so you almost always know where to find things. Models will be in
the app/models folder, and the file that contains your database connection infor-
mation will be in the config folder.

Gems and Bundles

Rails applications use an application called Bundler to manage dependencies dis-
tributed as Gems, and your new Rails application already has a several Gems it
needs to install, including the Rails framework itself and the sqlite3-ruby gem,
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which lets Ruby talk to the SQLite3 database we're going to use. When we generate
a Rails application, the script creates a file called Gemfile for us which lists all of
the gems we'll need to run our application. It also automatically runs the command

$ bundle install

which installs all of the gems and their dependencies that are listed in this file.
Throughout this tutorial, we'll add additional libraries to the Gemfile, and we'll
use the command bundle install to go and fetch these new dependencies
when we do that.

This process creates a file called Gemfile.lock that lists the specific version
numbers of all Gems the app needs. When Rails starts up, it uses Bundler to ensure
that you have those versions installed. And even though you may have already in-
stalled a Gem on your system, Rails won't see it unless it's in the Gemfile. This
makes it possible for you to use different versions of Rails on your various projects
without resorting to other forms of Gem management. However, this only works for
Rails 3 and above. Previous versions of Rails require more arcane ways of managing
dependencies.

2.3. Creating Some Basic Pages

The first two stories on or list of stories talk about some basic information pages:

• As a visitor, I want to see the number of recipes on the home page of the site so I
know the site is being used.

• As a visitor, I want to learn about the site so I can decide if the content has any
value to me.

We can create these pages relatively easily. In a Rails application, requests are for-
warded to controllers and actions based on the contents our the URL:

Figure 2.1. Default Routing

A URL like the above would, by default, look
for a "home" controller and an "index" action.

We generate our home page and our about page with a Rails generator. Generators
are scripts that create files for you, and you'll use them a lot as you develop applica-
tions.
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At the terminal, inside of your cookbook folder, type this command:

$ bin/rails generate controller home index about

You'll see the following output:

create  app/controllers/home_controller.rb
 route  get 'home/about'
 route  get 'home/index'
invoke  erb
create    app/views/home
create    app/views/home/index.html.erb
create    app/views/home/about.html.erb
invoke  test_unit
create    test/controllers/home_controller_test.rb
invoke  helper
create    app/helpers/home_helper.rb
invoke    test_unit
invoke  assets
invoke    coffee
create      app/assets/javascripts/home.coffee
invoke    scss
create      app/assets/stylesheets/home.scss

This command generates our Home controller and two views, or pages called, in-
dex and about. If you wanted to create additional pages, you'd specify additional
page names in the generator command. You can also create additional pages later by
hand, which we'll do shortly.

It also creates several supporting files, including a stylesheet, a front-end script in
CoffeeScript, a helper file that can hold functions that support the view, and a unit
test. For now, we'll ignore those files and focus on the controller and the views.

Starting The Built-In Development Server

You don't need Apache or a dedicated server to see your Rails application in action.
Each Rails application can be launched using a small application server that you
launch right in your project folder. Type

$ bin/rails server

and you'll see the web server start up on port 3000.

=> Booting Puma
=> Rails 5.0.0 application starting in development on http://localhost:3000
=> Run `rails server -h` for more startup options
Puma starting in single mode...
* Version 3.4.0 (ruby 2.2.2-p95), codename: Owl Bowl Brawl
* Min threads: 5, max threads: 5
* Environment: development
* Listening on tcp://localhost:3000
Use Ctrl-C to stop 

Open your web browser and go to http://localhost:3000 and you'll see the
"Welcome to Rails" page, as shown in Figure 2.2, “The Welcome To Rails
page” on page 15.

http://localhost:3000
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Figure 2.2. The Welcome To Rails page

The root of a Rails development site shows this default page.

Take a look back at your Terminal window that's running the Rails server and you'll
see this output:

Started GET "/" for 127.0.0.1 at 2016-07-01 13:26:44 -0500
Processing by Rails::WelcomeController#index as HTML
Parameters: {"internal"=>true}
Rendering /Users/brianhogan/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.2.2/gems/railties-5.0.0/lib/rails/
templates/rails/welcome/index.html.erb
Rendered /Users/brianhogan/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.2.2/gems/railties-5.0.0/lib/rails/
templates/rails/welcome/index.html.erb (5.2ms)
Completed 200 OK in 20ms (Views: 10.4ms | ActiveRecord: 0.0ms) 

This is a log of the request you just made to the application. It shows that you made
a request to the root of the site, and it shows how Rails responded to that request.

Now, when we visit the root of the site, we don't see the “home” page we generated.
We see the standard welcome page that every new Rails application shows by de-
fault. To see your homepage you created with the generator, visit

http://localhost:3000/home/index

Take another look at the output from the web server:

Started GET "/home/index" for 127.0.0.1 at 2016-07-01 13:29:01 -0500
Processing by HomeController#index as HTML
Rendering home/index.html.erb within layouts/application
Rendered home/index.html.erb within layouts/application (0.3ms)
Completed 200 OK in 992ms (Views: 990.2ms | ActiveRecord: 0.0ms)

This shows the new request, and you can see that the request was handled by
HomeController#index.

You'll learn how to replace the default Rails home page with your custom one at the
end of this chapter. For now, let's customize our new pages a bit.

http://localhost:3000/home/index
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Use Multiple Terminals

Right now, your Terminal is running the development web server, which
means you can't run any other generators or commands. Instead of stop-
ping the server, open a new Terminal window and navigate to your
cookbook folder. Then you can leave the original Terminal running in
the background.

Customizing Your Views

The views the generator creates need some work before we can really show them to
anyone. In a Rails application, your view files are located in the app folder, under
the views folder. Each controller's views are stored in a folder with the correspond-
ing name. Our view for the /home/index action is located at app/views/
home/index.html.erb. Open that file now, delete its contents, and paste this
in instead:

Example 2.1. code/01_static/cookbook/app/views/home/index.html.erb

<h2>Latest Recipes</h2>
<p>There are 25 recipes total.</p>

We're going to show the latest recipes on our home page. Refresh http://local-
host:3000/home/index in your browser to see your change. You can make changes
to your views and see them right away without having to restart the development
server.

Change the About page

Let's make some changes to the about page. Open app/views/home/
about.html.erb and change its contents to the following:

Example 2.2. code/01_static/cookbook/app/views/home/about.html.erb

<h2>About</h2>
<p>This is a simple cookbook application I wrote. I hope you like it.</p>

If you visit http://localhost:3000/home/about, you'll see your changes. Of course,
typing in these URLs isn't going to be very useful, so let's build some navigation for
our cookbook. To do that, we'll need to learn about layouts.

2.4. Creating a Site-wide Layout

You've probably noticed that our view pages have not included any required HTML
elements. That's because Rails defines a layout that “wraps” our views with the
standard HTML5 template, and we can modify that layout to include whatever

http://localhost:3000/home/index
http://localhost:3000/home/index
http://localhost:3000/home/about
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HTML we want. We can create a header, footer, add images, and even attach new
stylesheets and scripts.

Let's explore the layout system by creating a very simple site-wide layout. We'll
modify the default layout file called application.html.erb which is located
in the app/views/layouts folder. By default, it loads a stylesheet, a JavaScript
library, and a block of code that emits the individual template pages. The individual
view is injected into the layout where you see the keyword

<%= yield %>

The default layout that Rails gives us is very plain, so let's add a little bit of addi-
tional markup by using some HTML5 sectioning elements. Change the file so it
looks like this code:

Example 2.3. code/01_static/cookbook/app/views/layouts/application.html.erb

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
  <head>
    <title>Cookbook</title>
    <%= csrf_meta_tags %>
    <%= stylesheet_link_tag    'application',
        media: 'all', 'data-turbolinks-track': 'reload' %>
    <%= javascript_include_tag 'application', 'data-turbolinks-track': 'reload' %>
  </head>

  <body>
    <div class="container">
      <header>
        <h1>Our Cookbook</h1>
      </header>
      <main class="content">
        <%= yield %>
      </main>
      <footer>
        <h4>Copyright <%=Date.today.year %> OurCookbook</h4>
      </footer>
    </div>
  </body>
</html>

With these elements in place, we'll be able to identify the various regions of the
page. This'll come in handy later when we add styles, but it's also a good practice
because it'll improve the site's accessibility.

Every controller will default to using this layout as long as there's not a more spe-
cific layout file defined elsewhere. You could, in theory, have multiple layouts, but
we'll keep things simple for now.

Dynamic Content with ERb

The layout file you just created has a couple of occurrences of ERb, or Embedded
Ruby. We use ERb to mix Ruby code and HTML code together. Code placed be-
tween the <% and %> characters is evaluated. This is very similar to ASP, JSP, or
PHP.
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In the template we just created, we use ERb to call the yield method which injects
the template into the view.1

We're also using ERb in the footer of our layout to display the current copyright
year. We use the today method on the Date class to get today's date as a Date ob-
ject, and we call the year method which returns just the year.

When you use <%= %> (note the equals sign), you're saying you want to print the
result on the page. If you leave off the equals sign, the result will be suppressed.
There are many occasions where you'll use ERb without the equals sign, including
if statements and for loops.

2.5. Adding Navigation

Our cookbook isn't going to work very well unless we spend some time making
some navigation that can help our users get around. We could add navigation to each
page we create directly, but instead, we'll just add navigation code to the layout.
Open app/views/layouts/application.html.erb and add this code
above the <%=yield %> section:

Example 2.4. code/01_static/cookbook/app/views/layouts/application.html.erb

<nav>
  <%= link_to 'Home',  controller: 'home', action: 'index' %>
  <%= link_to 'About', controller: 'home', action: 'about' %>
</nav>

This is the link_to helper. It's used to create hyperlinks between sections of your
application. It takes two parameters - the text of the link that the user will see, like
"Home" or "About", and a destination for the link. In our above example, it looks
like we're passing three parameters - the text for the link, a controller, and an action.
That's where things get a little tricky.

Whenever you see the => character in Ruby code, you're dealing with a Hash. So,
the link_to method here is actually taking in two parameters - a string and a hash.
The link_to method uses the hash to figure out where the link should go. This is
the simplest way to use link_to in your code, because you can always rely on the
knowledge that every request to a Rails application maps to a controller and an ac-
tion.

Routing

Rails has a mechanism called Routing   that maps up requests with controllers and
actions. When we create controllers and actions, we need to let Rails know how to
handle them. Since we create our controller with the generate command, some
routes were added for us. Open up config/routes.rb and you'll see these
lines: 

1yield does a lot more than that, but the complex description is not appropriate here.
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get "home/index"
get "home/about"

These lines define how Rails knows which controller and action a request belongs
to. This is a simple default, and we don't want to have to go to /home/index just
to get to our home page. So let's use Rails' routing features to change how our URLs
look.

The Root Route

When we go to http://localhost:3000/, we don't see our home page. We see the
generic "Welcome To Rails" page as shown in Figure 2.2, “The Welcome To Rails
page” on page 15.

In config/routes.rb, locate this line:

get "home/index"

Remove this line, and change it to this:

Example 2.5. code/01_static/cookbook/config/routes.rb

root controller: 'home', action: 'index'

Now visiting http://localhost:3000/ shows you your home page, complete with navi-
gation.

Named Routes

While the :controller => "home", :action => "index"  syntax for
creating links is easy to follow, it's also a little verbose. We can make it less so by
creating our own routes. Let's make a named route for the "About" page.

Open config/routes.rb and remove this line:

get "home/about"

Then add this line right above the root route we previously defined:

Example 2.6. code/01_static/cookbook/config/routes.rb

get "/about", controller: 'home', action: 'about', as: 'about'

A named route lets us map any URL we want to any controller and any action. Right
now we're mapping /about to the home controller's about action. That means
you can visit http://localhost:3000/about now instead of http://localhost:3000/home/
about. In fact, the original route no longer responds now that we've redefined it..

We now have a root route and a named route, and these not only help us define
what the URL looks like, but they also provide us handy shortcut methods for

http://localhost:3000/
http://localhost:3000/
http://localhost:3000/about
http://localhost:3000/home/about
http://localhost:3000/home/about
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referencing these routes in our link_to calls. Open up app/views/lay-
outs/application.html.erb and change the link for the home page from

<%=link_to "Home", controller: 'home', action: 'index' %>

to

Example 2.7. code/02_navbar/cookbook/app/views/layouts/application.html.erb

<%= link_to 'Home', root_url %>

The root_url comes from the route name. In routes.rb you defined
root :to. That generates a method called root_url that returns the URL to
that page.So instead of having to use the hash syntax, you can use this helper.

Every route you declare gets a function that you can use to quickly build links like
this. To see the routes and their mappings quickly, you can run

$ bin/rails routes

from the root of your Rails application at the command prompt or terminal. This
generates a simple table that shows the prefix, the URL, and the controller and ac-
tion it points to that looks like this:

Prefix Verb URI Pattern      Controller#Action
about  GET  /about(.:format) home#about
 root  GET  /                home#index

You just have to add the _url suffix when you use it. The _url suffix generates
a full URL with the protocol, port, and path. The _path suffix creates just the rela-
tive path.

So, you can do the same thing with your about route you created. The routing ta-
ble shows that there is an about prefix, so we can use about_url to generate the
URL in our view. Change

<%=link_to 'About', controller: 'home', action: 'about' %>

to

Example 2.8. code/02_navbar/cookbook/app/views/layouts/application.html.erb

<%= link_to 'About', about_url %>

The alternate syntax for named routes looks like this:

get 'about', to: 'home#about'

where the controller and action name are separated by the pound sign. This is the
more popular way to define named routes, but there's no difference in the result.
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We can also be specific about the route's name. Using the simplified syntax, Rails
would figure out that we want to use about_url and about_path for our
helper, but if you want to be explicit about it, you'd use this syntax:

get '/about', to: 'home#about', as: 'about'

So, let's change both routes to use the more standard syntax instead of the hash syn-
tax:

Example 2.9. code/02_navbar/cookbook/config/routes.rb

get '/about', to: 'home#about', as: 'about'

root to: 'home#index'

Now, verify that your links to your pages all still work. Make sure your web server
is running. If you've stopped it, make sure you're in a Terminal or Command Prompt
and you're in your cookbook folder. Then start the server with

$ bin/rails server

or the more concise

$ bin/rails s

Then visit http://localhost:3000 and verify that your navigation links still work as
expected.

Now that we've explored the basics of creating pages and managing links and URLs
in Rails, let's look at how we can work with simple data.

2.6. Sending Data from the Controller to the View

Our index view is eventually going to show us how many recipes we have in our
database. Right now, the number 25 is hard-coded in the view. We don't have a
database yet, but we can still remove that hardcoded number from our view and re-
place it with Ruby code.

In the MVC pattern, we want to keep as much logic out of the the views as possi-
ble. to get the number of recipes, and the most logical place for us to do so is in the
controller. Open up the file app/controllers/home_controller.rb and
change the index action so it looks like this:

Example 2.10. code/02_navbar/cookbook/app/controllers/home_controller.rb

def index
  @number_of_recipes = 5
end

Controllers are Ruby classes, and actions are methods of that class. Rails au-
tomatically renders the view file associated with the action, so in this case the
index.htm.erb view is going to be rendered. The variable we just set,

http://localhost:3000
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@number_of_recipes is an instance variable. In Rails applications, any in-
stance variables we create in a controller are automatically usable in any view, even
in the layout.

Open up app/views/home/index.html.erb and change this line:

Example 2.11. code/01_static/cookbook/app/views/home/index.html.erb

<h2>Latest Recipes</h2>
<p>There are 25 recipes total.</p>

to this:

Example 2.12. code/02_navbar/cookbook/app/views/home/index.html.erb

<h2>Latest Recipes</h2>
<p>There are <%= @number_of_recipes %> recipes total.</p>

Eventually, we'll replace the @number_of_recipes to some code that queries
from our actual database. In order to do that, we need to learn how Rails works with
databases, and get some recipes into our system.

A little more on Layouts

Layouts work a little differently than you might expect. They can see any
instance variables (those ones prefixed with @) set in the controller, in-
cluding variables created within the view files themselves, because it is
read last before being sent to the browser. This means you can set the
page title in the individual controller actions as @title = "some-
thing" and use it in the layout as <title><%= @title %></ti-
tle>.

Figure 2.3. Our Cookbook's Home Page so far

Our cookbook's home page with layout and navigation in place.'
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2.7. What You Learned

So far, you've learned how to create a simple static web site using Rails. You
learned that controllers have actions which are associated with views, and you
learned how to use routes and the link_to helper method to connect sections of
the site together.

Exercises

1. Create a new page called “Contact” that contains basic contact information.

a. Add a controller action for this page. Don't re-run the generator, though. Just
edit app/controllers/home_controller.rb and add a new action
called contact using the same syntax as the about action you see in that
file.

b. Create a view called app/views/home/contact.html.erb

c. Add a route for this new page that allows you to access this page at /con-
tact

d. Add a link to this new page in your navigation bar.

Now, let's turn our attention to creating a simple interface so we can enter some
recipes.





Chapter 3. Adding Recipes

Now that we've gotten comfortable with how controllers and views work in Rails
applications, it's time to move onto working with databases. Since we're writing a
cookbook, the logical place to start would be with adding and viewing recipes. And
coincidentally, that happens to be the next set of features on our list:

• As a visitor, I want to be able to view recipes so I can make something good for
dinner.

• As a site owner, I want to be able to create new recipes so I can share them with
the world.

• As a site owner, I want to be able to modify existing recipes so I can fix my mis-
takes

• As a site owner, I want to be able to delete recipes so I can remove junk I don't
want to share anymore.

In this chapter we'll use a feature of Rails called Scaffolding to quickly handle all of
these stories. Then we'll dig deeper into how Rails works and discuss the pros and
cons of this approach.

3.1. Creating the Recipes interface using Scaffolding

As you've seen already, Rails uses generators to help us do some common tasks.
We've already used a generator to create a controller and some static pages, and now
we’ll use a generator to create a scaffold, which is a bare-bones user interface for a
single database table.

Scaffolding is the much hyped but poorly understood feature of Rails. It’s meant to
be a starting point and a learning tool that creates a quick interface where you can
do some simple testing and get some of the mundane repetitive code written for you.
Scaffolding creates all the code necessary to create, update, delete, and view records
in a database through a web page, including all of the HTML forms and data bind-
ing. Normally, this would take a lot of time to do correctly. With Scaffolding, we
can do it in seconds.

However, scaffolding can only take you so far and is not meant for use in produc-
tion, hence the name “scaffolding”. For example, you can only create an interface to
a single database table; multiple tables are not supported.

In this book we'll start off with scaffolding so you see how Rails works. Scaffold-
ing is included in Rails as a learning tool. You're expected to study the code that's
generated for you so you can understand how models, controllers, and views inter-
act in a Rails application. And then, since scaffolding isn't meant for production use,
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we'll clean up the code the generator makes. Then we'll move away from it as our
app gets more complex.

The Scaffold Generator

Our user stories for this iteration call for an interface to manage recipes in our sys-
tem, so let's use scaffolding to knock those stories off our list so we can get some us-
er feedback.

The scaffold generator creates a model, controller, a set of views, and a migration, or
a table definition. At the command prompt, ensure you're in the cookbook project
folder.

The generate scaffold command takes several parameters. The first param-
eter is the name of the entity, or model you're going to create a scaffold for. Mod-
el names are singular. The generator will use this model name to create a controller,
some views, and a definition for a database table. All of these, by convention, will
be pluralized.

The rest of the arguments define our database table structure. We specify each field
along with its data type. The scaffold generator also uses this information to build
the web forms your users will see. They won't be pretty but they will work.

In your console, type the following command, all on one line:

$ bin/rails generate scaffold recipe title:string
ingredients:text instructions:text

Watch Your Spelling!

If you misspell any of the field names here, you're going to end up with
a world of problems. If you make a mistake, use the rails destroy
scaffold recipe command and start over.

The generator runs, creating the following output:
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invoke  active_record
create    db/migrate/20160702031517_create_recipes.rb
create    app/models/recipe.rb
invoke    test_unit
create      test/models/recipe_test.rb
create      test/fixtures/recipes.yml
invoke  resource_route
route    resources :recipes
invoke  scaffold_controller
create    app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb
invoke    erb
create      app/views/recipes
create      app/views/recipes/index.html.erb
create      app/views/recipes/edit.html.erb
create      app/views/recipes/show.html.erb
create      app/views/recipes/new.html.erb
create      app/views/recipes/_form.html.erb
invoke    test_unit
create      test/controllers/recipes_controller_test.rb
invoke    helper
create      app/helpers/recipes_helper.rb
invoke      test_unit
invoke    jbuilder
create      app/views/recipes/index.json.jbuilder
create      app/views/recipes/show.json.jbuilder
invoke  assets
invoke    coffee
create      app/assets/javascripts/recipes.coffee
invoke    scss
create      app/assets/stylesheets/recipes.scss
invoke  scss
create    app/assets/stylesheets/scaffolds.scss

The generator created a whole bunch of components, as you can see from the output.
Let's look at what we got.

The Recipe Model

The generator created a recipe model at app/models/recipe.rb. The mod-
el will interact with the database, and it'll also hold business logic. It's where we'll
set up associations between tables and where we'll place code to validate user input.

A model in a Rails application is a Ruby class. This model is backed by a database
table called recipes, and so an instance of this model will be mapped to a record
in our database table.

The Recipes Controller

The generator also created a controller called RecipesController at  app/
controllers/recipes_controller.rb. The controller contains all of the
logic that handles user requests, and interacts with the models to generate respons-
es that the user will see. It’s got code to handle creating, editing, listing, viewing,
and deleting of recipes. Because these are all common tasks, the generators can do a
pretty solid job of handling this for us solely on the information we provided.
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The Recipes user interface

The generator also created a folder called app/views/recipes which contains
the HTML files for listing, displaying, creating, and editing recipe records.

Controller and Model tests

The generator creates unit tests so that we can ensure that our models and controllers
act the way we expect them to. Once we have a little more experience with how
Rails works, we'll look at how we can write some of these tests. The generator gives
us a start though, so we don't need to create these files ourselves.

The Recipes Table Definition

The model we just created requires a database table called “recipes”, which you
can see in Figure 3.1, “The Recipes table” on page 28. Normally, you’d go and
create that database table using some sort of SQL statement or visual tool. But in
Rails, we use a built-in process called migrations to define tables and manage any
updates we want to make. This lets us keep the schema of our database in sync with
our code. But before we can talk about how those work, we need to talk about how
Rails works with databases.

Figure 3.1. The Recipes table

The Recipe model maps to a “recipes” table and
assumes the table has a primary key called ID.

Scaffolding Issues

Scaffolding is not dynamic. Now that we’ve generated these files, we can’t rely
on scaffolding any more. Any manual changes we make would be destroyed if
we attempted to run the scaffold generator again. That means that if we change
the table, we’ll need to modify the views. That’s okay though because we already
have a good starting point.

Databases and Rails
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Open the file config/database.yml and review the contents of the file. It
should look something like this:

Example 3.1. code/03_recipes/cookbook/config/database.yml

# SQLite version 3.x
#   gem install sqlite3
#
#   Ensure the SQLite 3 gem is defined in your Gemfile
#   gem 'sqlite3'
#
default: &default
  adapter: sqlite3
  pool: 5
  timeout: 5000

development:
  <<: *default
  database: db/development.sqlite3

# Warning: The database defined as "test" will be erased and
# re-generated from your development database when you run "rake".
# Do not set this db to the same as development or production.
test:
  <<: *default
  database: db/test.sqlite3

production:
  <<: *default
  database: db/production.sqlite3

This is a YAML file. (rhymes with camel) It’s a structured configuration format that
maps directly to nested hashes in Ruby and is very common for configurations in
Ruby on Rails. Tabs must not be used in YAML files. Instead, two spaces are used
for each indentation.

Set Your Spaces

Now would be a good time to ensure that the text editor you're using has
soft-tabs instead of regular tabs. That means that when you press the Tab
key, your editor inserts spaces, not Tab characters. And, to ensure that
your Ruby code fits in with that of other Ruby developers, you want to
set your tabs to 2 spaces.

Let's take a look at the contents of this file:

• Adapter is the database adapter that we want to use. Examples are mysql,
sql_server, oracle, postgresql, and sqlite3. We’re using sqlite3
because it’s easy for beginners, requires no setup, and is the default database for a
new Rails project. By “no setup”, I mean that you don't need to create a database,
set up users, or grant permissions. Rails takes care of all of that automatically.

• Database is the name of the database. In this case, it’s the path to the database
file. Other complex adapters would have you specify the database name or Oracle
TNSNames entry here, and then you would have host, username, and password
fields as well.
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We have the opportunity to use lots of databases with Rails, but the default is the
SQLite database. Let's look at why.

SQLite

SQLite is a simple, self-contained, serverless, zero-configuratio, transactional
database. It is the most widely deployed database engine in the world thanks to its
wide use in iOS and Android applications.

A SQlite database consists of a single file, much like a Microsoft Access database,
but without the forms, reporting, or graphical interface. SQlite runs on all platforms
and has a very standard SQL interface.

If we use SQLite with Rails, we don't need to create a database before we start our
project; Rails will create the database file for us when we run our first migration.
Other databases like MySQL or Microsoft SQL Server require that the database
(or schema) exist and that the appropriate privileges are applied. Since we’re try-
ing to get to know Rails, we want to keep the momentum going. Using SQLite as a
database makes it really simple to create a working rapid prototype. You can then
move to a different database later, because you’ll define your database tables using
pure Ruby code instead of database-specific SQL DDL statements.

And thanks to the way that Rails works, moving from SQlite to another database
won't involve having to rewrite your code.

Migrations

Migrations are used to modify your database. You use them to execute DDL state-
ments against your database system. One of the best things about them is that they
allow you to define your database as it changes; you can roll your changes back if
they don’t work without worrying about goofing up your database.

They’re also an invaluable tool when moving to production. Migrations are support-
ed by all of the Rails database adapters. This means that you can change database
systems and apply the migration to the new database which will create your struc-
tures for you. This eliminates the need to know the various dialects of data defini-
tion languages that may change across database systems. Developers can test with
SQLite3, develop with MySQL, and deploy to Oracle.

The migration file

Open the file db/migrate/XXXXXXXX_create_recipes.rb. The
XXXXXXX part will be a numerical timestamp for the moment in time the file was
created. This timestamp will help the Rails Migration system determine if it's been
applied, and it also allows multiple developers to modify an application's schema
without creating bottlenecks. It’s contents should resemble this:
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Example 3.2. code/03_recipes/cookbook/db/migrate/20160702031517_create_recipes.rb

class CreateRecipes < ActiveRecord::Migration[5.0]
  def change
    create_table :recipes do |t|
      t.string :title
      t.text :ingredients
      t.text :instructions

      t.timestamps
    end
  end
end

Rails uses the information in this file to create a ‘recipes’ table in the database. Note
that the above definition does not include a primary key field. Unless you specify
otherwise, Rails will create an "id" column automatically, and will mark it as a pri-
mary key.

Why is the table name “recipes” and not “recipe”? Remember that by default, Rails
likes table names to be the plural form of your model. It’s pretty smart too because it
can do things like person => people and category => categoies. This isn’t mandatory
but if we follow these conventions, we can save a few lines of code and skip a few
steps. Rails will automatically look for the recipes table when we access the Recipe
model in our code.

Creating the table from the migration

At this point, the table doesn't actually exist in our database - we just have the
“blueprint” for it in Ruby code. To execute the migration, we'll run the command

$ bin/rails db:migrate

from our command line. Run that command and you’ll see feedback stating that our
recipes table was created.

== 20160702031517 CreateRecipes: migrating ====================================
-- create_table(:recipes)
   -> 0.0010s
== 20160702031517 CreateRecipes: migrated (0.0011s) =========================== 

This command made a connection to the database, converted the Ruby code into a
CREATE TABLE statement, and then executed that statement against the database.
Now we've got a place to store our data.

Using The Interface

That's all we have to do in order to create, retrieve, update, and delete records in
Rails. We can start the built-in server again and test out our application. At the ter-
minal, enter

$ bin/rails server
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and navigate to http://localhost:3000/recipes in your browser.

Notice the recipes/ in the URL. The scaffold generator created a new route for
us, and the interface to work with recipes is located at this new URL. When you go
there, you'll find a complete user interface for managing recipes, all created by the
scaffolding, without us having to write a line of actual code.

Use this interface to create few recipes, and continue with the tutorial. The applica-
tion works, but it’s a long way from good.

3.2. How did we get all that?

When we generated the Recipe scaffold, the generate created a whole bunch of Ruby
code for us. It used the information we provided to create the views for our apps, in-
cluding all of the data entry screens, and wrote the code in the controller that fetches
the data from the models, and passes it to the views.

So instead of having to write code to connect to a database and then build data en-
try forms, we can use the scaffolding feature of Rails as a starting point. This is just
the beginning though. There's a lot more to Rails than just scaffolding an application
from a single table.. In fact, most professional Rails developers don’t use scaffold-
ing at all because it's so limited. However, scafollding is a great way for a beginner
to learn how Rails works. Let's dig deeper and examine the code the generator made
so we can learn how Rails connects models, views, and controllers.

3.3. What You Learned

In this chapter you learned about scaffolding, and how it can take you from almost
nothing to an entire web-based interface backed by a database. You also learned
about the REST-based design pattern that Rails uses to create, retrieve, update, and
delete records in a database.

Exercises

1. Create a new Rails application called "store" in a different folder using

$ bin/rails new store

2. Open the Gemfile and remove the jbuilder gem.

3. In the store folder, use a scaffold generator to create a database schema, model,
controller, and views for an Item  with the following fields

a. name (string)

b. description (text)

c. price (decimal)

http://localhost:3000/recipes
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d. quantity (integer)

e. in_stock (boolean)

4. Review the generated controller. You should see that it is much simpler; it doesn't
have the additional code to handle JSON responses.

5. Open the newly created Migration file in the db/migrate folder for the
items table. Look at the definition for the in_stock column and change it so
its default value is true:

t.boolean :in_stock, default: true

6. Open the file config/routes.rb and configure it so that the root route
points to the index action of the items controller.

7. Run the command

$ bin/rails db:migrate

to create the database.

8. Our Cookbook app starts on port 3000, but we'll start this new app up on a differ-
ent port so we don't have to shut down the existing application. Start up the new
app on port 4000 with the command

$ bin/rails server -p 4000

This starts the app.

9. Visit http://localhost:4000/ to see the Items page. Verify that you can create a
new item in the store.

10.Stop the server when you are convinced things are working correctly.

11.Review the code in this application and compare it to the Cookbook. What's simi-
lar? What do you find that's different?

Now that you're comfortable using the scaffolding command and configuring a new
Rails application, it's time to dig into a little more advanced stuff, and to do that, you
need to learn a little more about how the Ruby programming language works. Let's
dig in.

http://localhost:4000/




Chapter 4. Ruby Basics

Ruby on Rails is a very powerful framework, but in order to do anything even re-
motely advanced you should have some understanding of how the Ruby program-
ming language works. Understanding Ruby's syntax and basic concepts will make it
easier for you to follow what Rails does.

Ruby is a unique language with a simple syntax. In this chapter, you'll become fa-
miliar with basic Ruby syntax as you work with variables, strings, arrays, and hash-
es. You'll learn basic control flow and how to work with objects and methods, so
that when we switch back to working on our application, you'll have a better idea of
where you're going.

4.1. History and Philosophy

Ruby is a dynamic, reflective, general purpose object-oriented programming lan-
guage that combines syntax inspired by Perl with Smalltalk-like features. Ruby orig-
inated in Japan during the mid-1990s and was initially developed and designed by
Yukihiro "Matz" Matsumoto. It was influenced primarily by Perl, Smalltalk, Eiffel,
and Lisp. The creator wanted it to be more powerful than Perl, and more object-ori-
ented than Python.

Ruby is designed first and foremost for programmer productivity and happiness. It
differs from other programming languages because of this core philosophy. Some
things will be simpler, and other things will be so intuitive that you'll miss them be-
cause you'll expect it to be more difficult than it actually is.

Principle of Least Surprise

Ruby is designed to minimize confusion for experienced users. It has sensible de-
faults and many method aliases. For examle, you'll find things like indexes and
indices as method names, and these exist so you as a developer can almost
"guess" what the methods will be.

Features of the Ruby Language

• Vibrant, connected, and enthusiastic community focused on software craftsman-
ship and testing

• Implemented on all major platforms

• Interactive Ruby Shell (a REPL)

• Centralized package management through RubyGems

• Large standard library
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• Literal notation for arrays, hashes, regular expressions and symbols

• Embedding code in strings (interpolation)

• Default arguments

• Four levels of variable scope (global, class, instance, and local) denoted by sigils
and capitalization

• Automatic garbage collection

• First-class continuations

• Strict boolean coercion rules (everything is true except false and nil)

• Exception handling

• Operator overloading

• Built-in support for rational numbers, complex numbers and arbitrary-precision
arithmetic

• Custom dispatch behavior (through method_missing and const_missing)

• Native threads and cooperative fibers

• Full support for Unicode and multiple character encodings (as of version 1.9)

• Native plug-in API in C

• Thoroughly object-oriented with inheritance, mixins, and metaclasses

• Dynamic typing and Duck typing

• Everything is an expression (even statements) and everything is executed impera-
tively (even declarations)

• Succinct and flexible syntax that minimizes syntactic noise and serves as a foun-
dation for domain specific languages

• Dynamic reflection and alteration of objects to facilitate metaprogramming

• Lexical closures, Iterators and generators, with a unique block syntax

4.2. Interactive Ruby

You can work with many of the code examples in this part of the workshop by using
irb, or Interactive Ruby. From your command prompt or terminal window, type
irb and you should then see this:

irb(main):001:0> 
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That's the IRB prompt, and when you see it, you can type in a Ruby expression and
hit the Enter key to see the results. Try out a few Ruby expressions here, and you'll
immediately see the results:

$ irb
irb(main):001:0> 5 + 2
=> 7
irb(main):002:0> 5 * 2
=> 10
irb(main):003:0> Date.today.year
=> 2010

You should try to work through the examples in this chapter in irb to get comfort-
able with the language. Don't just copy and paste the code. Type it out to get a feel
for the Ruby language.

4.3. Numbers, Strings, Variables

Let's start exploring Ruby by working with basic data types, starting with numbers.

Numbers

Numbers are simply declared either as whole numbers or decimals.

Example 4.1. code/ruby/data_types.rb

32                        # Fixnum 
1512391234912341923491234 # Bignum 
32.50                     # Float 
3.14159                   # Float

As with any programming language, we can do simple math with these numbers.

Example 4.2. code/ruby/data_types.rb

1 + 2 # addition
5 - 4 # subtraction 
2 * 2 # multiplication 
6 / 3 # division 
15 / 2 # division without remainder 
15 % 2 # modulo (remainder)

Addition, multiplication, division, subtraction work exactly as you'd expect them to
work.

Strings

Groups of characters are called Strings, and you see them with single and double
quotes in Ruby.

Example 4.3. code/ruby/data_types.rb

"Homer"
'Homer'
%Q{I don't need to worry about "quotes" in my string.}
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We can also add, or concatenate strings together. In Ruby, we concatenate strings
using the plus sign, like this:

Example 4.4. code/ruby/data_types.rb

"Homer" + " Simpson"

although we often use alternative methods for string concatenation, as you'll see lat-
er.

4.4. Variables

Variables in Ruby work like variables in other languages, except that we don't de-
fine the data type explicitly. Ruby is not statically typed, but it is strongly typed.
This means a variable's data type is determined by the value it's assigned.

Example 4.5. code/ruby/data_types.rb

name = "Homer"
age = 49

Because of this, it is possible to reuse a variable for a different data type. If you're
used to a static language like Java, this might make you uncomfortable. However, in
Ruby, we're not terribly concerned about types. Because everything is an object, a
Ruby developer is more concerned about what the object can do than what the object
is.

Variable Names

We have to follow some naming conventions when we create variables. These vari-
able names are good. Try them out in your IRB session.

Example 4.6. code/ruby/data_types.rb

name = "Homer"
_name = "Homer"
first_name = "Homer"
first__name = "Homer"

There are some characters you can't use.

Example 4.7. code/ruby/data_types.rb

1stname = "Homer" #starts with a number
first name = "Homer" # invalid because it has a space
first-name = "Homer" # invalid because it looks like subtraction

These variables we've created are all local variables. They can only be seen in the
current method. Other parts of our program might not be able to see them. When
you're working in IRB, you're actually running inside of a method, and the variables
you create are all local to that method. Don't worry too much about that just yet.
We'll talk about methods and scope very soon.
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Constants

You can define variables that start with a capital letter, but Ruby treats those as Con-
stants. Remember that a Constant is a variable that, once set, cannot be changed lat-
er.

Example 4.8. code/ruby/data_types.rb

puts ENV["HOME"]            # display your home folder
WINDOWS_DIR = "c:/windows"  # set a constant
puts WINDOWS_DIR            # get the value of a constant

Ruby uses constants to refer to classes as well. The Date class is just one example
of that.

Example 4.9. code/ruby/data_types.rb

require 'date'
puts Date.today             # Call the 'today' class method on the        
                            #   Date class

When we define our own classes later, we'll define those classes as constants as
well.

Data Types

As Ruby is dynamically typed, variables don't have types, but the objects that we as-
sign to those variables do. For example, here are three different ways we define ar-
rays in Ruby. Each one of these createes an Array object.

Example 4.10. code/ruby/data_types.rb

names = ["Homer", "Marge", "Bart"] 
colors = Array.new 
cities = []

Ruby is strongly typed, which means that if you want to add a number to a string,
you have to turn the number into a string using the to_s method. The data you're
adding has to be of the same type.

Example 4.11. code/ruby/data_types.rb

name = "Homer"
number = 2
puts name + " has " + number.to_s + " donuts"

The most common place you run into issues with this is when you're building up
strings for display. Thankfully there's a great shortcut.

String Interpolation

When we use double-quoted strings, we can use the #{} notation within the dou-
ble quotes to embed expressions within the string. Since every expression in Ru-
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by returns a value, we can easily embed the return value of any expression within a
string.

Example 4.12. code/ruby/data_types.rb

name = "Homer"
number = 2
puts "#{name} has #{number} donuts"

This is the preferred way to create strings that use variables in Ruby, and you'll use
it a lot.

Automatic String Conversion

Expressions embedded in strings with #{} are automatically converted to
strings, so you won't have any type conversion errors when you use this
method.

4.5. Logic

Programs are boring without logic. Here's how we do logic in Ruby.'

Comparison operators

Like Java, C#, and JavaScript, Ruby uses = for assignment and == for comparison.

Example 4.13. code/ruby/data_types.rb

5 == (2+3) # equality
5 != (2*3) #inequality
5 < 10 # less than
5 <= 5 #less than or equal to
5 >= 5 # greater than
10 > 5 # greater than or equal to

Control Flow

We control how programs work by evaluating expressions and making decisions.
Ruby has several control flow statements we can use.

If

Like most languages, Ruby has the if statement to control program flow.

Example 4.14. code/ruby/logic.rb

if age < 16
  puts "You are not old enough to drive."
end

But Ruby can do something a little interesting - it understands if statements at the
end of the line too.
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Example 4.15. code/ruby/logic.rb

puts "You are not old enough to drive." if age < 16

This is occasionally very handy and something you'll see in others' code.

If..Else

Sometimes you need to make a choice in your program, and you do that like this:

Example 4.16. code/ruby/logic.rb

if age < 16
  puts "You are not old enough to drive."
else
  puts "You are old enough to drive."
end

Unless

Ruby also introduces unless to improve readability.

Example 4.17. code/ruby/logic.rb

unless age < 16
  puts "You are old enough to drive."
end

This can also be used as a predicate.

Example 4.18. code/ruby/logic.rb

puts "You are not old enough to drive." unless age >= 16

4.6. Methods, Classes, and Objects

When programs get more complex, we organize things into methods. We can then
organize those methods inside of classes that represent things.

Methods

A method, sometimes called a function, organizes a bit of code that is reusable.
Good methods only perform one task. Here's a method that creates a simple greeting
based on the given first and last names:

Example 4.19. code/ruby/methods.rb

def hello(first_name, last_name)
  "Hello #{first_name} #{last_name}!"
end

# calling the method and printing to the screen
puts hello("Homer", "Simpson")
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Unlike other languages, Ruby doesn't require us to use the return keyword to re-
turn a value from a function. The last statement in a function becomes the return val-
ue.

Here's a slightly more complicated method. This method computes the number of
gallons of paint needed to paint a rectangular ceiling. It assumes that one gallon of
paint covers 350 square feet:

Example 4.20. code/ruby/methods.rb

def gallons_needed_for_ceiling(length, width)
  area = length.to_f * width.to_f  #convert to floats
  area / 350
  area.ceil      # round up and return value
end

puts gallons_needed_for_ceiling(40, 40)

This method converts the input values to floating point numbers using the to_f
method. It also uses the ceil method to round the number up to the next whole
number.

Methods are always defined as part of an object. Even the methods we just defined
are part of an object called Object, which every object is based on. And to define
our own objects, we use Classes.

Classes

Objects represent real entities in our systems, and they contain methods. We use
Classes to define these objects, just like we would in Java or C#. Here's how we de-
fine a class in Ruby that lets us manage the properties of a Person.

Example 4.21. code/ruby/classes.rb

class Person
  @last_name
  @first_name

  # getter methods
  def first_name
    @first_name
  end
  
  def last_name
    @last_name
  end
  
  # setter methods
  def first_name=(first_name)
    @first_name = first_name
  end
  
  def last_name=(last_name)
    @last_name = last_name
  end
end

We define our object, and then we create instance variables and create getters and
setters for those instance variables. In Ruby we call these “accessor methods”.
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Here's how we use this new class:

Example 4.22. code/ruby/classes.rb

homer = Person.new
homer.first_name = "Homer"               
homer.last_name = "Simpson"
homer.first_name
homer.last_name

First we create a new instance of the object. Then we call the accessor methods to
set or retrieve the values.

Notice that we're using the equals sign to set the values of these properties; it's part
of the method name! There is no distinction made between methods, properties, and
fields (or "member variables") in Ruby, and this method naming convention makes
it look more like you're setting properties. Rubyists don't like the “get” and “set”
prefixes used in Java and other languages. Instead, Rubyists use this parallel naming
scheme.

Now, in this above example we've created two instance variables and four acces-
sor methods to let us set and retrieve the values. This is a lot of code, and it's such a
common pattern that Ruby extracts it away from us. We can rewrite our class so it
looks like this instead:

Example 4.23. code/ruby/classes.rb

class Person
  # getter and setter methods defined as 
  # accessors!
  attr_accessor :first_name, :last_name
end

This works for most simple cases. The attr_accessor method creates getter and
setter methods for us, as well as the instance variables. Of course, if you needed to
be more specific, you can always write certain methods out by hand yourself. It's
good to have options!

Ruby also gives us attr_reader which only creates the "getter" method, and
attr_writer which only creates the "setter" method. When you're building your
objects, you can use this approach to create your classes, or you can type out the
methods yourself when you need them to do a little more than just setting or retriev-
ing values of attributes.

Instance Variables

Instance variables start with the @ character. Unlike local variables, all
instance methods in a class have access to these variables. However, they
are considered “private” by default; nothing outside the instance of the
object can access those variables without going through a method.

Instance Methods and Class Methods
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The types of methods you've defined are instance methods. That means you have to
create an instance of the class to call the methods.

Sometimes we need to have methods we can call that do not require an instance.
In some languages these are known as static methods. In Ruby we call these class
methods. We define these methods like this:

Example 4.24. code/ruby/classes.rb

class Pdf
  def self.write
    # some code that writes a PDF
  end
end

Pdf.write

In Ruby, everything is an object, even classes themselves. Thus, classes can have
methods.

You'll use lots of class methods in Ruby, and in Rails. Previously, when you created
a new instance of your Person object, you used Person.new , which is a class
method which the Person object gets from its parent.

Inheritance

Ruby supports inheritance just like Java. An object may inherit from a single par-
ent class. In Rails, you'll find quite a bit of this. For example, models that represent
database tables inherit from a parent class called ActiveRecord::Base:

class Recipe < ApplicationRecord
end

and Controllers often inherit from ApplicationController which inherits
from ActionController::Base

In case you're wondering, the double colon you see in
ActionController::Base and ActiveRecord::Base is what's called a
Module, which is a way that Ruby lets us group methods and classes. It's similar to a
Namespace or a Package in other languages.

The < symbol denotes inheritance in Ruby. It's the equivalent of the extends key-
word in other languages.

As you explore Ruby on your own, you'll learn more about modules and how you
can use them to group behavior. You'll also learn how modules can help you solve
problems that are usually solved by inheritance in a cleaner, more streamlined fash-
ion. But that's out of scope for this book.

4.7. Arrays and Hashes
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Ruby arrays are collections of objects.

Example 4.25. code/ruby/arrays_and_hashes.rb

colors = ["Red", "Green", "Blue"]

Hashes are also collections, but they let us associate the objects with keys.

Example 4.26. code/ruby/arrays_and_hashes.rb

attributes = {:age => 25, 
              :first_name => "Homer",
              :last_name => "Simpson"}

You often see hashes used in Rails as method parameters because they make things
more self-documenting.

Example 4.27. code/ruby/arrays_and_hashes.rb

class Box 
  attr_accessor :height, :width, :color
  def initialize(options) 
    @height = options[:height]
    @width = options[:width]
    @color = options[:color]
  end
  
  def to_s 
    "A #{color} box, #{width} cm wide by #{height} cm high."
  end 
end

puts Box.new(:height => 2, :width => 2, :color => "Green") 
puts Box.new(:color => "blue", :width => 2, :height => 4)

The nice thing about this is that the order doesn't matter and you don't need an API
to interpret the method call.

Symbols

Symbols are special objects that we use to label things like hash keys. They're like
constants, but they can't have a value. We use them to conserve memory.

Since everything in Ruby is an object, each string we create takes up memory. These
lines of code create 18 objects total.

Example 4.28. code/ruby/arrays_and_hashes.rb

homer = {"first_name" => "Homer", "last_name" => "Simpson"}
bart = {"first_name" => "Bart", "last_name" => "Simpson"}
marge = {"first_name" => "Marge", "last_name" => "Simpson"}

We can use symbols for the hash keys and reduce the object count by 4.

Example 4.29. code/ruby/arrays_and_hashes.rb

homer = {:first_name => "Homer", :last_name => "Simpson"}
bart = {:first_name => "Bart", :last_name => "Simpson"}
marge = {:first_name => "Marge", :last_name => "Simpson"}
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It doesn't seem like a lot, but what if we had a huge codebase that used those arrays
over and over?

4.8. Blocks

Blocks let us evaluate code in the context of other code. They are anonymous func-
tions, or closures, and they're used everywhere in Ruby.

Here's the simplest thing you can do with a Block. Integers have a method called
times that will repeat code. To print out the words “Hello World” five times, we
can use an integer 5, the times method, and a block, like this:

Example 4.30. code/ruby/blocks.rb

5.times do
  puts "Hello"
end

We also often use blocks to iterate over entries in arrays like this:

Example 4.31. code/ruby/blocks.rb

colors = ["red", "green", "blue"]

colors.each do |color|
  puts color
end

This often removes the need for a standard For loop that you'd use in other lan-
guages. But blocks are more powerful than that. We can use them to check if our ar-
ray contains something that meets a certain condition:

Example 4.32. code/ruby/blocks.rb

colors.find do |color|
  color == "red"
end

Here we are just checking to see if the array contains the color "Red". This statement
returns "red" if our array of colors contains the word “Red” and nil if it does not.

Blocks have an alternative syntax that developers often use if the code within the
block is only one line. We simply change the first do to an opening curly brace, and
the end to a closing curly brace. The result looks like this:

Example 4.33. code/ruby/blocks.rb

colors.find{|color| color == "red"}

And we can even use blocks to create new arrays from existing arrays. Here's an ex-
ample where we can loop over an array and extract only the even numbers into a
new array:
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Example 4.34. code/ruby/blocks.rb

numbers = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]
numbers.select{|number| number % 2 == 0}

But we can also use them to execute code later, so we can create nice looking DSL.
Here's how we create database tables in Rails:

Example 4.35. /Users/brianhogan/books/cookbook2/code/ruby/blocks.rb

create_table :products do |t|
  t.string :name
  t.text :description
  t.boolean :visible
  t.integer :price
  t.timestamps
end

You will constantly use Blocks in Ruby.

4.9. Rules of Ruby

When developing with Ruby, you can avoid a lot of problems if you remember these
rules:

Everything is an object

Everything in Ruby is an object, even things like Integers and Strings which are
primitives in other languages. That means they all have methods.

Example 4.36. code/ruby/objects.rb

length_of_string = "Bart".length
length_of_array = ["Bart", "Homer", "Marge"].length

5.times do
  puts "Hello world"
end

Even integers are objects, which mean they have methods which we can use for iter-
ation instead of writing "for" loops.

Every statement returns a value

Every single statement in Ruby returns a value, which is why we can do things like
this to shorten our code:

Example 4.37. code/ruby/logic.rb

message = if age < 16
            "You are not old enough to drive."
          else
            "You are old enough to drive."
          end

puts message
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A method's implicit return value is the result of the last executed state-
ment.

You don't need to explicitly return a value in Ruby.

Example 4.38. code/ruby/methods.rb

def can_drive?(age)
  age >= 16
end

While you can use the return keyword, almost nobody does.

Everything evaluates to True except Nil and False

Possibly the most important rule in Ruby. Everything evaluates to True, even 0 and
-1. In fact, True, False, and Nil are actually objects themselves, with methods.

Example 4.39. code/ruby/logic.rb

result = 0
if result
  puts "Hello World"
end

result = false
if result
  puts "Hello World"
end

Be careful with this. It's easy to accidentally return a value you don't expect. Re-
member that the return value of a statement is the last executed statement in the
method.

False and Nil are not equivalent

Keep in mind that while they won't evaluate to True, they are not equivalent.

Example 4.40. code/ruby/logic.rb

is_a_ninja = false
is_a_ninja.nil?       # false

It's in your best interests to write your own code so that it explicitly returns true or
false, rather than true or something else.

4.10. What You Learned

Our brief tour of Ruby ends here, but we're just getting started. As you work more
on your first Rails application, you'll make use of the things you explored here, in-
cluding:
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• Local variables

• Arrays

• Hashes and symbols

• Methods

• Classes

• Instance methods

• Blocks

In fact, you've already seen examples of most of these when we explored the code
that the scaffold generator created for us.

Exercises

This is a simple program in Ruby that asks you for two numbers and adds them to-
gether, printing out the result:

Example 4.41. code/ruby/add_two_numbers.rb

# prints message to the screen with a line break
puts "This program adds two numbers."

# prints message without a line break
print "Enter the first number and press Enter: "

# waits for input, storing input into the variable on the left side.
first_number = gets

print "Enter the second number and press Enter: " 

second_number = gets

# When the user enters a number, they'll press the enter key. It'll be saved 
# as the character \n. This next line removes the last character from a 
# string, effectively removing the \n character.
first_number.chop!
second_number.chop!

# convert the entered values to integers.

first_number = first_number.to_i
second_number = second_number.to_i

# Do the math and print out the result.

sum = first_number + second_number

message =  "The sum of #{first_number} + #{second_number} is #{sum}"

puts message

This program introduces you to the print and gets methods which
deal with console input and output. Type out this program and save it as
add_two_numbers.rb. Run this program like this:
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$ ruby add_two_numbers.rb

Now use what you learned to create the following programs:

1. Create a program that prompts the user for a password. The program should com-
pare the password given by the user to a known password. If the password match-
es then the program should display "Welcome". If they don't match, the program
should display "I don't know you."

2. Create a program that asks for three numbers and computes a total. Use a loop to
prompt for these three numbers and total up the results. Use an array to store the
user's input so you can display the numbers the user entered.

3. Using the following code as a starting point, create a program that iterates over
the collection of users and displays the email address for each person. The email
address is their username, followed by @veridiandynamics.com. Display
the email addresses separated by semicolons. There should be no semicolon after
the last one.

Here's the sample code:

Example 4.42. code/ruby/people.rb

class Person
  attr_accessor :name, :username
  def initialize(name, username)
    self.name = name
    self.username = username
  end
end

people = [
  Person.new("Veronica Palmer", "vpalmer"),
  Person.new("Ted Crisp", "tcrisp"),
  Person.new("Linda Zwordling", "lzwordling"),
  Person.new("Phil Myman", "pmyman")
]

Use the each method to iterate over the array, or investigate the collect or
map method in the Ruby documentation to learn how to create a new array from
the existing array. Investigate the join method which can convert an array of
items into a string, separated by the character you pass in.

Now that you have some basic Ruby under your belt, let's get back to working
with Rails. We've used scaffolding to build a section of our app, and even though it
works, that scaffold generator made a bit of a mess. Let's dig in to how the scaffold-
ing works, and see if we can clean it up.



Chapter 5. Exploring And Fixing Scaffolded
Code

The scaffolding we generated needs some work before it can be used in production.
As you become more familiar with the way Rails works, you will rely less and less
on scaffolding to create your controllers and views because you'll want flexibili-
ty that scaffolding simply doesn't provide. But before you can go off on your own,
you'll need to understand how Rails applications work, and exploring the scaffolding
is a great and fast way to do that, as it uses many of the conventions that you're ex-
pected to use as a Rails developer. Armed with our knowledge of Ruby, let's explore
the code the scaffolding generator created, and make some improvements along the
way.

5.1. Scaffolding and The Rails Way

With a single command, the scaffold generator gave us a model, a controller, a
database definition, and a user interface. By leveraging some Ruby, a handful of
conventions, and the information we provided, Rails built everything we need to
make a simple working application. But this isn't anything we couldn't code by hand,
and before we get any farther, we need to look at how everything the scaffolding
gave us fits together, because this is the pattern that most Rails applications use
when it comes to managing records in a database, and you must understand it before
you can move on to more advanced things. Without a solid understanding of these
conventions, Rails just feels like a bunch of magic.

Listing Recipes

Let's start by looking at how the generated code builds the list of recipes that we
see when we visit http://localhost:3000/recipes. When we visit that URL, the Rails
router takes us to the Recipes controller's index action, thanks to a route that the
Scaffold generator added for us.

Open up app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb and look at the
index action.

Example 5.1. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# GET /recipes
# GET /recipes.json
def index
  @recipes = Recipe.all
end

A controller is a special Ruby class that inherits from a Rails controller parent class.
Actions are simply the public methods in a Controller class.

In the index method of this RecipeController class, we grab all of the
recipes from the database, using our model, and put them in an instance variable.

http://localhost:3000/recipes
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Then, the view app/views/recipes/index.html.erb gets rendered au-
tomatically. We don't have to explicitly tell Rails we want to render that view. This
is another example of convention over configuration. Rails assumes that we want
to render a view with the same name as the controller's action. In this case we're in
the Recipes controller, in the indexaction, so Rails looks in the views/recipes
folder for a file called index.html.erb. The code in that view displays a table
of the recipes.

Example 5.2. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/views/recipes/index.html.erb

<p id="notice"><%= notice %></p>

<h1>Recipes</h1>

<table>
  <thead>
    <tr>
      <th>Title</th>
      <th>Ingredients</th>
      <th>Instructions</th>
      <th colspan="3"></th>
    </tr>
  </thead>

  <tbody>
    <% @recipes.each do |recipe| %>
      <tr>
        <td><%= recipe.title %></td>
        <td><%= recipe.ingredients %></td>
        <td><%= recipe.instructions %></td>
        <td><%= link_to 'Show', recipe %></td>
        <td><%= link_to 'Edit', edit_recipe_path(recipe) %></td>
        <td><%= link_to 'Destroy', recipe, method: :delete, data: { confirm: 'Are
 you sure?' } %></td>
      </tr>
    <% end %>
  </tbody>
</table>

<br>

<%= link_to 'New Recipe', new_recipe_path %>

However, if the end user requested JSON, then Rails would serve a JSON file.
If you visit http://localhost:3000/recipes.json, you'll be able to see your recipes
automatically rendered as JSON which you could consume in another service.
You'll see how that's created by looking at the file app/views/recipes/
index.json.jbuilder.

Example 5.3. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/views/recipes/index.json.jbuilder

json.array!(@recipes) do |recipe|
  json.extract! recipe, :id, :title, :ingredients, :instructions
  json.url recipe_url(recipe, format: :json)
end

So where does that data come from? The model.

How Models Work

http://localhost:3000/recipes.json
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Models are responsible for fetching data from the database and for getting that data
back into the database, and for other business logic related to that data.

The scaffold generator also created a Ruby class called Recipe. But if you look at
the code in the model, you'll see nothing more than the class definition!

Example 5.4. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/models/recipe.rb

class Recipe < ApplicationRecord
end

What's going on here? Where's all the code that creates, retrieves, updates, and
deletes records??

A Rails model is a regular old Ruby class. There's absolutely nothing special about
models in Rails. However, the scaffolding creates a model that inherits from a
parent class called ApplicationRecord. And if you look in app/mod-
els/application_record.rb, you'll find that the ApplicationRecord
class inherits from ActiveRecord::Base:

Example 5.5. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/models/application_record.rb

class ApplicationRecord < ActiveRecord::Base
  self.abstract_class = true
end

That ActiveRecord::Base parent class does all of the work. ActiveRecord is
an ORM, or an Object-Relational Mapper, which maps database records to objects.

Models Are Just Ruby

Although most models you'll encounter in a Rails application will use
ActiveRecord, you must remember that a model is merely a Ruby class.
A model does not need to be backed by a database or use ActiveRecord.
A model is where your business logic goes.

Normally, Ruby classes use methods that developers define for accessing instance
variables in a class. But ActiveRecord attempts to build methods dynamically based
on the information in your database. The class is mapped to a database table and
each field in that table becomes an accessor, which is a Ruby term meaning that it
can be read and written to. Accessors are like “getters” and “setters” in Java.

This is all done by Rails' naming conventions. Rails expects that your database ta-
ble names are pluralized. Rails can then use the model's name and determine the ta-
ble it should use. In our case, it takes the word “Recipe” and figures out that there's
a database table called “recipes”. It literally lowercases the word “recipe” and then
pluralizes it. It then looks at the schema for that “recipes” table and generates the
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necessary accessor methods on the fly. By using the same kind of conventions, it can
also generate all of the SQL statements needed to select, insert, update, and delete
records from the database.

For example, in our system, a Recipe has a title. An instance of our Recipe mod-
el will have a method called title which can be used as a getter and a setter. We
don't have to write the code for that because Rails generates it for us. This process,
called reflection, is one of the most powerful features of the Ruby programming lan-
guage.

Therefore, we don't see any of these accessor methods when we look at the code
for our model. We also don't see the code that Rails uses to fetch or save records.
The code for that is handled by the parent class. When we say “get me all of the
Recipes”, the parent class has a method called `all` that looks at the model name,
figures out the table name, and uses that to generate the appropriate SQL statement.
The same thing happens when we save, update, or delete a record.

This concept great for developer productivity because we're not defining fields in
our database and then manually mapping them to accessors in our models, but it's
bad for performance, and so in production mode, this automatic generation is on-
ly done once when the application starts. Any changes to the database or the code
won't take effect until the application is restarted by a server admin.

Now let's talk about how we get the “new” , “edit” , and “delete” links on that page
to work.

Understanding Resource Routing

You've already seen how Rails makes it easy to create hyperlinks using the
link_to helper. Each view in our application is generally associated with a con-
troller action and each URL maps to a controller and a action. When we ran the scaf-
fold command, it created several controller actions and views which we need to link
together.

Rails is all about conventions. When we generated the scaffold, the generator mod-
ified the routes.rb and defined routes for a resource. This definition creates
some helper methods that make making links incredibly easy, but you first have to
understand the conventions it uses.

Open routes.rb and you'll see this near the top of the file:

Example 5.6. code/03_recipes/cookbook/config/routes.rb

resources :recipes

This one line sets up several named routes, similar to the one you created for the
“About” page. The table in Figure 5.1, “Rails RESTful Routing” on page 55
shows how this resource routing works.
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Figure 5.1. Rails RESTful Routing

This "Resource routing" looks at an incoming request, uses the HTTP verb (GET,
POST, PUT, or DELETE), combined with the URL you specify, to identify the con-
troller and action that needs to be called. This is a slight shift away from the default
method, where every URL maps directly to a controller and an action. You could
still do things that way, but this convention does speed up your work a bit. Here are
some examples:

We create a link to the list of recipes like this:

link_to 'Recipes', recipes_url

If we have a recipe object, we can use that recipe object to build a link.

link_to recipe.title, recipe_url(recipe)

or

link_to recipe.title, recipe

Remember earlier when we talked about CRUD? Rails is mapping CRUD to con-
trollers using HTTP Verbs. Creates use POST, Retrieves use GET, updates use PUT,
and destroys use DELETE

Hyperlinks on the web make GET requests. If you want to make a link to delete a
record, you need to pass along the HTTP verb, like this:

link_to 'Delete', recipe_url(recipe), method: :delete

Web browsers currently can only make GET and POST requests, so Rails uses a
hidden form field to specify the correct HTTP verb for you. More sophisticated li-
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braries can and do take advantage of this mapping. This lays the groundwork for the
creation of REST APIs that can be used as backends for iPhone applications, Flash
frontends, and more.

New and Edit

The new and edit pages are special. This type of routing was designed to make it
easier to build web services that could be consumed by other applications. The new
and edit pages just display web forms for users to interact with, and so those aren't
really needed by webservic es - a web service client would just call the create and
update actions directly, since the form would be on the iPhone or in the Flash ap-
plication. So, to make links to these pages, you'd do something like this:

link_to 'New Recipe", new_recipe_url

link_to 'Edit Recipe", edit_recipe_url(recipe)

If your head is spinning, don't worry too much about it yet. Use Figure 5.1, “Rails
RESTful Routing” on page 55 as a reference for now, and as you work more
with Rails, you'll get used to how it works

REST isn't Mandatory

You shouldn't feel like you have to use REST-style routing like this in
your applications. If you find that making your own named routes, that's
perfectly fine. In fact not every situation you'll develop will require all of
these resource urls. Just be aware that most people who write Rails appli-
cations make heavy use of this feature when it's a good fit.

Creating A Recipe

The recipe creation process is a bit more complex than listing recipes. It involves
two controller actions and two views.

New

The new action and view display the form that the user fills in to create a new
recipe.

Example 5.7. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# GET /recipes/new
def new
  @recipe = Recipe.new
end
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This creates a new instance variable which gets passed to the view.

Example 5.8. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/views/recipes/new.html.erb

<h1>New Recipe</h1>

<%= render 'form', recipe: @recipe %>

<%= link_to 'Back', recipes_path %>

The actual web form our users will fill out isn't actually on this page. It's included by
using something called a partial.

Partials

The New and Edit forms are identical except for their headings. The actual form
content is shared across both files using a partial  which is similar to an include file
in PHP. If we have to add a field to the form, we only need to add it to one file in-
stead of two.

In our case, our form is stored in app/views/recipes/_form.html.erb
and looks like the example in Figure 5.2, “Our form fields” on page 57.

Figure 5.2. Our form fields

The Create flow

When the user submits the form, one of two things can happen: the save can be suc-
cessful, or it can fail. The logic in our controller's create action handles both of
those cases.
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Example 5.9. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# POST /recipes
# POST /recipes.json
def create
  @recipe = Recipe.new(recipe_params)

  respond_to do |format|
    if @recipe.save
      format.html { redirect_to @recipe, notice: 'Recipe was successfully created.'
 }
      format.json { render :show, status: :created, location: @recipe }
    else
      format.html { render :new }
      format.json { render json: @recipe.errors, status: :unprocessable_entity }
    end
  end
end

The create action creates a new Recipe object from the data the user entered on the
form, which Rails makes available in the params hash. We access this data using the
params. Here's what the entire hash looks like when we submit the form to create a
new recipe:

{"utf8"=>"âœ“",
          "authenticity_token"=>"SOMETHING",
          "recipe"=>{
            "title"=>"Salad",
            "ingredients"=>"Lettuce, tomatoes, bacon bits",
            "instructions"=>"Mix in a bowl"},
          "commit"=>"Create Recipe",
          "action"=>"create",
          "controller"=>"recipes"}

          

The Authenticity Token

The authenticity token is generated each time the user displays the form.
When the form is submitted, Rails checks this token and uses it to deter-
mine if the form request came from the actual application. This prevents
other web sites from posting form data to our application. This is an ex-
ample of Rails' built-in Cross Site Request Forgery protection. It protects
your users, and is turned on by default. You can safely disregard this to-
ken for now.
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Figure 5.3. How form fields map to the Parameters hash

The Rails form helpers we used bundle the data in a subhash of the params hash,
with a key that matches the object. You can see how this works in Figure 5.3, “How
form fields map to the Parameters hash” on page 59. We can take all of the data
the user filled in and create a new object instance like this:

Example 5.10. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

@recipe = Recipe.new(recipe_params)

But what is recipe_params? Well, if you look at the very bottom of the con-
troller, you'll see a method with that exact name:

Example 5.11. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# Never trust parameters from the scary internet, only allow the white list
 through.
def recipe_params
  params.require(:recipe).permit(:title, :ingredients, :instructions)
end

This method extracts the data out of the incoming parameters, discarding any param-
eters we don't want. See, bad people will try to send your application more data in
the parameters, and this code ensures that we're only getting the data we want.

So, we filter out all the data, create a new instance of the recipe object using that da-
ta. If the recipe object saves successfully, we set a message in the Flash and then
redirect the user to the Show page. If the save fails for any reason, we redisplay the
recipe form so that the user can fix any mistakes. When we redisplay the form, the
recipe object is still in memory; it still has all of the data that the user previous-
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ly entered, and so it automatically populates the form fields so the user can correct
their issue.

Showing, Editing, and Updating records

When we're viewing and modifying an existing record, we're working with only
one record at a time. When we are showing a record, we grab the record from the
database by parsing the record's ID out of the URL, which we find in the params
hash as params[:id].

The show action retrieves the recipe from the database. But when we look at the
controller, the method is blank!

Example 5.12. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# GET /recipes/1
# GET /recipes/1.json
def show
end

But if you look at the top of the controller, you'll find this line:

Example 5.13. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

before_action :set_recipe, only: [:show, :edit, :update, :destroy]

Using before_action, we can specify that we want to fire some code before our
controller action runs. This particular filter says that we're going to call a method
called set_recipe whenever the show, edit, update, or destroy meth-
ods are invoked. And at the bottom of the RecipeController you'll find that
set_recipe:

Example 5.14. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# Use callbacks to share common setup or constraints between actions.
def set_recipe
  @recipe = Recipe.find(params[:id])
end

This method looks at the params hash and grabs the id that was set there via the url.
It uses that ID to call the find method on the Recipe model, which sends a re-
quest to the database. It actually generates the SQL statement select * from
recipes where id = 1. The find method is a class method of the Recipe
class and returns an instance of a recipe object. The controller then displays it in the
requested format, using the same method used by the index action.

We do the edit action in a similar fashion.
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Example 5.15. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# GET /recipes/1/edit
def edit
end

When we submit the Edit form, the response is sent to the update action, where
we fetch the record we want to update We then update its attributes from the form
data we collected.

Example 5.16. code/03_recipes/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# PATCH/PUT /recipes/1
# PATCH/PUT /recipes/1.json
def update
  respond_to do |format|
    if @recipe.update(recipe_params)
      format.html { redirect_to @recipe, notice: 'Recipe was successfully updated.'
 }
      format.json { render :show, status: :ok, location: @recipe }
    else
      format.html { render :edit }
      format.json { render json: @recipe.errors, status: :unprocessable_entity }
    end
  end
end

If it saves, we display that message to the user, and if it doesn't, we show the form
again.

How Form Helpers Work

One thing still might not be clear. If the new and edit actions are both sharing the
same form code, then how does Rails know to create a new record or update an ex-
isting one?

It's actually all just a matter of conventions. In the new action, we create a new emp-
ty instance of a Recipe object, but in the edit action, we fetch an existing one
from the database. The form_tag method inspects the @recipe object instanti-
ated in the new or edit action of the controller to determine whether it's a new ob-
ject or an existing one, and can construct the appropriate form action. If @recipe
doesn't have an id assigned, Rails assumes that it's not yet in the database and so
it constructs a form that posts to the create action. When the @recipe does
have an id, the helper constructs a form that calls the update action instead.
Take a look at Figure 5.4, “Form helpers use objects to determine the URL and
method” on page 62 for an illustration of this.

Keep in mind that none of this is really magic. It all comes down to the routing con-
ventions we discussed in Figure 5.1, “Rails RESTful Routing” on page 55.
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Figure 5.4. Form helpers use objects
to determine the URL and method

REST Overkill

When we scaffold, we get this nice JSON api that we can use to work with our ap-
plication. We can retrieve, modify, and even remove recipes from a simple REST
web service, and we didn't have to write any of it.

However, it's not always necessary. If we decided we weren't handling JSON re-
quests for this cookbook, our code in the controller could be a lot more compact. For
example, our create action would go from this:

# POST /recipes
# POST /recipes.json
def create
  @recipe = Recipe.new(recipe_params)

  respond_to do |format|
    if @recipe.save
      format.html { redirect_to @recipe, notice: 'Recipe was successfully created.'
 }
      format.json { render :show, status: :created, location: @recipe }
    else
      format.html { render :new }
      format.json { render json: @recipe.errors, status: :unprocessable_entity }
    end
  end
end

to this:
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# POST /recipes
def create
  @recipe = Recipe.new(recipe_params)
  if @recipe.save
    redirect_to @recipe, notice: 'Recipe was successfully created.'
  else
    render :new
  end
end

Eventually, you'll be able to write both versions of your controllers without the use
of scaffolding, so you'll be able to easily choose which path is right for you.

5.2. Cleaning up the Index page

The index page is pretty good for starters, but it displays all of the fields. It might be
nice to show just the recipe name and when it was last updated instead of the ingre-
dients and instructions. Remember, the list page is built using whatever fields you
specified in your scaffold command.

The worst thing about this page's interface is that it requires Javascript to be enabled
in order to delete records. While most people have JavaScript enabled these days, a
feature so simplistic shouldn't require JavaScript to work. Look at this code:

<td><%= link_to 'Destroy', recipe, method: :delete, data: { confirm: 'Are you
 sure?' } %></td>

Rails follows REST conventions, meaning that deleting records should require a
DELETE request method. Browsers only understand GET and POST requests; they
don't understand DELETE requests so Rails has to fake it with a hidden form field
called _method which gets interpreted on the server side. To hide this from the us-
er and prevent its display in the URL, the default Rails scaffolding uses JavaScript
to submit a hidden form. If you have JavaScript disabled, clicking the "destroy" link
takes you to the "Show" page instead!

If we change link_to to button_to, like this:

<td><%= button_to 'Destroy', recipe, confirm: 'Are you sure?', method: :delete %></
td>

then the form is written on the page directly and we no longer require JavaScript.

We can make several other changes to this page as well. Let's change the table head-
ers so they only show the title and the last updated date. And let's make the title of
the recipe clickable instead of having a separate “Show” link.

Replace the contents of the page views/recipes/index.erb.html with the
following code:
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Example 5.17. code/04_scaffold_cleanup/cookbook/app/views/recipes/index.html.erb

<p id="notice"><%= notice %></p>

<h1>Recipes</h1>

<table>
  <thead>
    <tr>
      <th>Title</th>
      <th>Last Updated</th>
      <th colspan="2">&nbsp;</th>
    </tr>
  </thead>

  <tbody>
    <% @recipes.each do |recipe| %>
      <tr>
        <td><%= link_to recipe.title, recipe %></td>
        <td><%= time_ago_in_words(recipe.updated_at) %> ago</td>
        <td><%= link_to 'Edit', edit_recipe_path(recipe) %></td>
        <td><%= button_to 'Destroy', recipe, confirm: 'Are you sure?',
 method: :delete %></td>
      </tr>
    <% end %>
  </tbody>
</table>

<br>

<%= link_to 'New Recipe', new_recipe_path %>

We've made the page look just a little nicer. We're using a new helper method here
called time_ago_in_words which, when given a date, computes the difference
and prints it out in words like “5 minutes ago” or “10 days ago.” This looks nicer
than a long date and time stamp.

Refresh the index page in your browser. Your new page should resemble something
like the one in Figure 5.5, “The modified Index page” on page 64.

Figure 5.5. The modified Index page
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There are tons of other helper methods available for you to use. The Rails documen-
tation on ActionView Helpers 1 has a lot more information. There you'll find some
cool things like the number_to_currency helper which takes a number and for-
mats it as dollars and cents, or in local currency.

5.3. Cleaning up the Show page

Remember how the flow works in Rails? When we view a single recipe's de-
tail page, the request is captured by Rails' router which sends the request to
the Recipes controller's show action. But before that happens, there's a
before_action filter that calls a method called set_recipe which uses the
ID in the URL to fetch the record from the database:

Example 5.18. code/04_scaffold_cleanup/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

private
  # Use callbacks to share common setup or constraints between actions.
  def set_recipe
    @recipe = Recipe.find(params[:id])
  end

In this method we store the recipe we found into an instance variable; remember that
the @ means instance variable in Ruby. This instance variable is made available to
the show.html.erb view. We can easily display any of the information about our
recipe in our view. Right now the code on that page is just a bunch of paragraphs
and it's not as organized as it could be. Let's mark it up with headings and use more
descriptive HTML.

Open app/views/recipe/show.html.erb and replace the contents with the
following code:

Example 5.19. code/04_scaffold_cleanup/cookbook/app/views/recipes/show.html.erb

<article>
  <header>
    <h2>
      <%= @recipe.title %>
      [ <%= link_to 'Edit', edit_recipe_path(@recipe) %> ]
     </h2>
  </header>

  <h3>Ingredients:</h3>
  <p><%= @recipe.ingredients %></p>

  <h3>Instructions</h3>
  <p><%= @recipe.instructions %></p>
</article>

<p><%= link_to 'Back', recipes_path %></p>

Your page should look something like Figure 5.6, “The Show Page” on page 66

1http://api.rubyonrails.org/classes/ActionView/Helpers.html

http://api.rubyonrails.org/classes/ActionView/Helpers.html
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Figure 5.6. The Show Page

5.4. Improving our Layout

Our layout needs a few changes. Let's get some feedback going for the users when
they create records successfully, and then let's add the new Recipes interface to our
navigation bar.

User Feedback

When the user successfully creates, updates, or deletes records, we want to provide
them with feedback, and Rails has a built in mechanism to do that called the Flash.
We've been setting the Flash in our controller actions, but we're not displaying it on
the pages anywhere anymore; our Show page had it at the top of the page, but we re-
moved it because it really belongs in the layout so that we can use it wherever we
want. Open up app/views/layouts/application.html.erb and add this
code right below the navigation area:

Example 5.20. code/04_scaffold_cleanup/cookbook/app/views/layouts/application.html.erb

<% if notice %>
  <div id="notice">
    <%= notice %>
  </div>
<% end %>

Now we can display the notice, but only when it actually has a message to display.

Adding a Recipes link to the Navigation Bar

Adding the recipes interface to our site-wide navigation is easy enough. We can use
one of the URL helpers we get for free with the resource routing. Display the list of
routes available by running this command in the root of your app:

$ bin/rails routes

This shows us the routes we've defined so far, and according to its output, we can
see that the prefix recipes points to the index action of the recipes con-
troller:
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     Prefix Verb   URI Pattern                 Controller#Action
recipes GET    /recipes(.:format)          recipes#index

Thus, we add the suffix _url and place recipes_url in our navigation bar like
this:

<%= link_to 'Recipes', recipes_url %>

Add it to the navigation bar like this:

Example 5.21. code/04_scaffold_cleanup/cookbook/app/views/layouts/application.html.erb

<nav>
  <%= link_to 'Home', root_url %>
  <%= link_to 'Recipes', recipes_url %>
  <%= link_to 'About', about_url %>
</nav>

Now you can easily get to the Recipes list no matter where you are.

5.5. Updating the Home Page

Our home page has a hard-coded list of recipes. Let's change that so it accurate-
ly reflects the number of recipes we have in our database. Open up app/con-
trollers/home_controller.rb and change the index action so it looks
like this:

Example 5.22. code/04_scaffold_cleanup/cookbook/app/controllers/home_controller.rb

def index
  @number_of_recipes = Recipe.count
end

The count method creates and executes the SQL statement select count(*)
from recipes and gives us back the number of recipes in our system. We store
that in our variable so that our view can render it. Much nicer than a hard-coded val-
ue. Go add more recipes to the system and see the value on the homepage change
each time.

5.6. What You Learned

In this chapter you learned how a typical Rails application works, by observing how
the scaffolding created a model, controller, and a set of views. You saw how data
flows from a model, through the controller, and onto a view, and you learned how
data comes from the user and ends up in our database.

You also took a little time to clean up some of the messes that the scaffolding made,
but you also hooked up our recipes interface to our site's navigation, and learned
how to place the notice messages in the application's template. This will come in
handy later when we add new pieces to the app.
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Exercises

1. Change all the links in the navigation bar from link_to to
link_to_unless_current, a helper that makes the hyperlink active unless
you're on the page it links to.

2. Alter the layout so the HTML <title> tag prints out a variable called @title.
In each controller action in the Recipes controller, set @title to the title of the
page.

Then in app/controllers/application_controller.rb create a
before_action that sets the @title variable to "Cookbook" so there's al-
ways a default value.

Now that the scaffolding is cleaner, let's look at how we can validate user input in
our application, and how we can write some code that will test our app.



Chapter 6. Validating User Input

You may notice that if you entered recipes into the system without filling in any
fields, the data was still placed into the database. But our next story on the list says
that's not how it's supposed to work:

• As a site owner, I want to make sure that the title, instructions, and ingredients for
a recipe are required fields so that a recipe is complete.

We can make certain fields required by using Rails' simple built-in validations. But
we're going to go a step further than that and look at how we can use unit tests to en-
sure that our validations work.

In Rails, we do our data validation in the model. This is actually good practice be-
cause the models could be used outside of the Web. The MVC pattern standard is to
place all business logic and business rules in the models and have only presentation
logic in the views and controllers.

6.1. Rails Validations

Validations are special methods provided by the Validations feature in Active
Record. There are quite a few built-in methods we can use to validate data. For sim-
plicity, we’ll use only validates_presence_of on our Recipe model.

Validation With One Line

Believe it or not, we can ensure that the user enters something for all three fields of
our recipe with a single line of code.

Open app/models/recipe.rb and change the contents to

Example 6.1. code/05_validation/cookbook/app/models/recipe.rb

class Recipe < ApplicationRecord
  validates :title, :ingredients, :instructions,  presence: true
end

Notice that we use symbols as the parameters to the validates method. Remem-
ber that symbols are a special type of string used in Ruby to denote a value. For
now, just think of them as immutable strings, or strings that cannot be changed and
are used as labels in code. Ruby developers often use them as keys in hashes be-
cause a symbol used over and over in code references the same memory location,
whereas a string used repeatedly is a unique object each time with its own memory
allocated.

The validates_presence_of method is taking in an array of symbols which
represent the attributes that need to be validated.
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This simple line of code is all we need to make sure that users enter something for
the title, ingredients, and instructions for a recipe. It’s not foolproof, but it’s a good
start.

If you want to see what other types of validations are out there, take a look at this
page in the Rails API: http://api.rubyonrails.com/classes/Ac-
tiveRecord/Validations/ClassMethods.html

6.2. Unit Tests

We need to put on the brakes here and write a quick unit test to ensure that our val-
idation works. Unit tests are built right into the Rails framework and will become
vitally important to your development process because they allow you to test your
business logic and prove that things are working at the model and controller level.
This way you don’t have to keep using a browser to test your app's logic. Best of all,
as you get more comfortable writing tests, you'll spend less time tracking down bugs
in the browser.

More importantly, once you understand how Rails works, you can begin using unit
tests to design your code and drive the development of new features.

Write Tests First!

Normally, we'd have written our test cases before we implemented any
code. This is one reason why scaffolding is bad; it discourages you from
doing the right thing. However, since you're new to Rails, we're doing
things a little bit differently.

Rails applications support unit testing right out of the box, and the process is auto-
matic. Let's see how it works.

Your First Unit Tests

Rails automatically generated a unit test skeleton for recipe when we generated the
recipe model. Open the file test/models/recipe_test.rb and change the
contents to the following:
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Example 6.2. code/05_validation/cookbook/test/models/recipe_test.rb

require 'test_helper'

class RecipeTest < ActiveSupport::TestCase
  test "creates a valid record" do
    recipe = Recipe.new
    recipe.title = "Ice water"
    recipe.ingredients = ["one glass","water","ice"].join("<br>")
    recipe.instructions = "Combine all ingredients into the glass and let sit for
 two minutes. Serve immediately."
    assert recipe.save
  end

  test "should not save unless title is filled in" do
    recipe = Recipe.new
    assert !recipe.save  # save should fail because there are errors.
    assert recipe.errors[:title].include?("can't be blank")
  end

  test "should not save unless ingredients is filled in" do
    recipe = Recipe.new
    assert !recipe.save  # save should fail because there are errors.
    assert recipe.errors[:ingredients].include?("can't be blank")
  end

  test "should not save unless instructions is filled in" do
    recipe = Recipe.new
    assert !recipe.save  # save should fail because there are errors.
    assert recipe.errors[:instructions].include?("can't be blank")
  end
end

We have four tests in this example. The first test creates a new instance of Recipe,
sets the values for the recipe's title, instructions, and ingredients, and then saves the
record. The save method returns true when there are no problems saving the
record to our database. The save method calls the validate method automati-
cally, which runs our validations. So we use the assert to evaluate the value of
save. If the result of save evaluates to true, this test passes. If not, it fails.

This particular test needs to pass all the time, as it’s the baseline test. If this test
starts failing, that’s an indication that the program’s logic has changed somehow.

The other three tests simply attempt to save the record without setting one of the
required fields. We expect these to fail because of our validations—in this test we
haven’t actually provided any of the required fields, but we are testing for only one
error at a time to avoid making our tests too complicated. We’re also asserting the
inverse of true for the save. (assert that Recipe.save does not evaluate to true.
Then we assert that the error messages are set for each field. Each validation has
its own message format. In this case, the validates_presence_of validation
stores “can’t be blank” in the errors collection, under a key for each invalid attribute.
If the title isn’t blank, you’ll find the error message for that in the errors collec-
tion, under the :title key.

How Tests Work With Data

Rails tests use the test database defined in database.yml. In our case, we'll have
a test database that uses SQLite3. A test run starts by dumping out everything in
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your test database and resetting it so it's completely empty. This ensures that you are
always testing with the same data each time.

Keep Databases Separate

Never use the same database for production, development, and testing!!!!

Each test is independent of the others and the database's state is reset after each test
runs. You can feel free to add and delete as many records as you want in a test and
they will be recreated when you start the test again. Of course, you may want to ac-
tually have some data in your database to test with. In order to have existing records
in your tests, you need to create them somehow. You can use pure Ruby code to cre-
ate new records in your tests, as we've done so far, but the default way to seed your
test database with dummy data is to use Fixtures.

Fixtures

Tests can get data from fixtures. Fixtures are loaded into each test by the fixtures
method. You’ll need a fixture for each table in your database, not each model in
your system.

Modify the fixture for the recipes table by editing /test/fix-
tures/recipes.yml and add a few recipes.

Formatting is Important

Be careful not to use tabs and also be sure to leave a space after each
colon! YAML is a tricky little format.

Example 6.3. code/05_validation/cookbook/test/fixtures/recipes.yml

# Read about fixtures at http://api.rubyonrails.org/classes/ActiveRecord/
FixtureSet.html

one:
  title: "Ice Cream"
  ingredients: "3 scoops vanilla ice cream, chocolate syrup"
  instructions: "Scoop ice cream into the bowl and pour chocolate syrup on top."

two:
  title: "Toast"
  ingredients: "bread, butter, jelly"
  instructions: "Place bread in the toaster for 1 minute. Remove from toaster and
 apply butter to each piece."

When the test is run, this data gets loaded into the recipes table and is available
within the test. The tests you currently have in your test don’t need these fixtures,
but you may write future tests that depend on having data in the test database. For
example, you may want to write a test to make sure that there can only be one recipe
called “Toast”. That test might look something like this:
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test "should only have one recipe with the same name" do
  recipe = Recipe.new(title: "Toast")
  recipe.valid?
  assert recipe.errors[:title].include?("must be unique")
end

Running the Test

Our test is actually a standalone Ruby application. We can run the test directly using
Ruby.

$ bundle exec ruby -Itest test/models/recipe_test.rb1

Everything should work well. You should get no errors or failures, expressed on
your screen like this:

        Run options: --seed 59345

# Running tests:

....

Finished tests in 0.066490s, 60.1594 tests/s, 105.2790 assertions/s.

Each dot you see is a successful assertion. If you see E or F instead of a dot, you've
got an error or a failure instead and you'll need to look at the messages the test report
gives you.

Running a single test like this works great when the app is small, but it doesn't work
so well once the app gets more complicated. So we can run all of the unit tests for
our models by running

$ bin/rails test:models.

 Run options: --seed 64791

# Running:

....

Finished in 0.021089s, 189.6742 runs/s, 331.9298 assertions/s.

4 runs, 7 assertions, 0 failures, 0 errors, 0 skips
                

There are also tests for controllers, mailers, and other parts of our app, so we can run
all the tests with this command:

$ bin/rails test.

This runs not only the model tests we've written, but also the controller tests that
were generated by the Rails scaffold geneorator.

1The -Itest argument tells Ruby what folder it should look in to load additional files. Our test case above re-
quires a file called 'test_helper' which is located in the test folder. Telling the Ruby interpreter that the test
folder should be loaded up makes our test work.
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This is the preferred way of running all of your tests; as your application grows,
you'll want to run all of your tests, not just a single file. Unfortunately you'll get an
error if you run that command on our app. Let's dig in.

Fixing Broken Controller Tests

So far we've looked at our model tests, but Rails also has tests for controllers that
make it easy to test the requests and responses that our controllers handle. We can,
for example, ensure that when we send the right parameters to a controller action,
we see the correct template, or that a recipe actually gets created.

When we run $ bin/rails test we see that a couple of tests are failing:

Running via Spring preloader in process 75909
Run options: --seed 61797

# Running:

E

Error:
HomeControllerTest#test_should_get_index:
NameError: undefined local variable or method `home_index_url' for
 #<HomeControllerTest:0x007ff68a851a28>
    test/controllers/home_controller_test.rb:5:in `block in
 <class:HomeControllerTest>'

bin/rails test test/controllers/home_controller_test.rb:4

E

Error:
HomeControllerTest#test_should_get_about:
NameError: undefined local variable or method `home_about_url' for
 #<HomeControllerTest:0x007ff6912a8700>
    test/controllers/home_controller_test.rb:10:in `block in
 <class:HomeControllerTest>'

bin/rails test test/controllers/home_controller_test.rb:9

...........

Finished in 0.917835s, 14.1638 runs/s, 17.4323 assertions/s.

13 runs, 16 assertions, 0 failures, 2 errors, 0 skips

One of the benefits of a test suite is that it lets us know when we've broken some-
thing. When we generated our HomeController, Rails generated a very simple
unit test for the controller, and it used some default URLs. But we've removed the
routes for those original URLs and replaced them with our own. So to fix these bro-
ken tests, we have to change our code.

Open test/controllers/home_controller_test.rb. You'll see this
code:
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test "should get index" do
  get home_index_url
  assert_response :success
end

test "should get about" do
  get home_about_url
  assert_response :success
end

Controller tests work by sending requests to the controller and testing the re-
sponses that the controller gives back. This test is using the route helpers
home_index_url and home_about_url, but those don't exist. So let's change
them to the ones we know exist; the ones we use in our navigation section. Change
the test so it looks like this:

Example 6.4. code/05_validation/cookbook/test/controllers/home_controller_test.rb

test "should get index" do
  get root_url
  assert_response :success
end

test "should get about" do
  get about_url
  assert_response :success
end

Save the file, and run the tests for the entire project again:

$ bin/rails test

And you'll see results like this, indicating no problems.

 Running via Spring preloader in process 77157
Run options: --seed 40240

# Running:

.............

Finished in 0.678833s, 19.1505 runs/s, 26.5161 assertions/s.

13 runs, 18 assertions, 0 failures, 0 errors, 0 skips
              

Tests help us develop our program's features, and also let us know that when we
change our code, we might impact other things. This controller test broke because
we changed the routes. If we had used those old route names all over our app, this
test would remind us that we broke something. You'll get a chance to design a whole
part of the application with tests later on. For now, let's show the user some error
messages.

6.3. Providing Feedback to Users

Now that we know our validation works, we should see what it looks like when
users attempt to leave fields blank. Visit the “New Recipe” page, leave all of the
fields blank, and press the “Create” button.
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Recall how the cycle works. Our data is submitted to the create method of
RecipeController:

def create
  @recipe = Recipe.new(recipe_params)

  respond_to do |format|
    if @recipe.save
      format.html { redirect_to @recipe, notice: 'Recipe was successfully created.'
 }
      format.json { render :show, status: :created, location: @recipe }
    else
      format.html { render :new }
      format.json { render json: @recipe.errors, status: :unprocessable_entity }
    end
  end
end

That method creates a new instance of a Recipe, passing in the data from our
form. Then it calls the save method on the @recipe instance and evaluates the re-
turn value. The save method will return false because it runs our validations first
before attempting to save the record.

Active Record’s Validations places error messages in a collection on the instance of
the model called errors. So, the controller renders the “New Recipe” form, and
the form redisplays on the screen. The form partial used on the “New Recipe” form
contains code that reads the error messages and displays them to the screen:

<% if recipe.errors.any? %>
  <div id="error_explanation">
    <h2><%= pluralize(recipe.errors.count, "error") %> prohibited this recipe from
 being saved:</h2>

    <ul>
    <% recipe.errors.full_messages.each do |message| %>
      <li><%= message %></li>
    <% end %>
    </ul>
  </div>
<% end %>

When a user fills out the form for the first time, this code doesn't do anything, be-
cause there are no errors attached to the object. But if the @recipe object has error
messages, they'll appear on the screen.

The built in helper methods for text boxes, select boxes, and text areas are also val-
idation-aware. They will become styled automatically, providing additional visual
cues. The styles are applied using CSS, so you can modify the way they look. Take a
look at Figure 6.1, “User Feedback as provided by Rails validations” on page 77
to see the results.
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Figure 6.1. User Feedback as provided by Rails validations

This flow alone could take a web developer a few hours to get right if they had to do
it by hand. We’ve created a working solution with a unit test in only a few minutes.
These validations work for new entries and existing entries.

The bright red coloring isn't permanent. You can change it in the associated style
sheet, and that's something we'll look at later on.

6.4. What You Learned

In this chapter you learned about how Rails does unit testing and how you can use
Rails' built-in validations to keep users from entering junk into your database.

Exercises

1. Write the following unit test in test/models/recipe_test.rb

test "should only have one recipe with the same name" do
  recipe = Recipe.new(:title =>"Toast")
  recipe.valid?
  assert recipe.errors[:title].include?("must be unique")
end

Run the unit tests for the application and ensure that this new test fails. (It should
fail, because we already have a Fixture that includes a recipe called “Toast.” )
Then add a uniqueness validation to the recipe title field. See the Rails documen-
tation for how to do this.
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2. Make it apparent that the three existing fields on the form are required fields.

We've got a pretty good application here. We can add recipes and other people can
view them. Let's take it further now and add a second model to our application so we
can categorize recipes.



Chapter 7. Adding Categories

So far, we've worked with a single database table, but it's more common to work
with multiple tables of data in a real world web application. In this chapter we'll ex-
plore how to create database relationships.

Let's look at this user story:

• As a site owner, I want to be able to place recipes in categories so I can organize
them better.

For this example, we’ll just say that a recipe can only belong to one category, and
a category can have many recipes. We’ll say it that way because that’s how Active
Record allows us to express relationships.

7.1. Creating a category model and table

We don’t need to create a full interface to manage categories at this time. We just
need to create a model.

Figure 7.1. The Categories table

The Category model maps to a 'categories' table and assumes the table has
a primary key called ID. Notice how Rails handles the pluralization correctly!

We used the scaffold generator before, but Rails has generators that just create the
model. We create the new model by dropping to a command prompt and typing

$ bin/rails generate model category name:string

You'll see something similar to this in your terminal:

invoke  active_record
create    db/migrate/20160702223520_create_categories.rb
create    app/models/category.rb
invoke    test_unit
create      test/models/category_test.rb
create      test/fixtures/categories.yml

Run the newly-created migration by executing the command

$ bin/rails db:migrate
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from the command line. It will create the new table.

== 20160702223520 CreateCategories: migrating =================================
-- create_table(:categories)
   -> 0.0037s
== 20160702223520 CreateCategories: migrated (0.0038s) ========================

With that, we can start populating our database table with categories.

7.2. Adding some default records

Sometimes it’s nice to have your database pre-populated with records. You saw how
fixtures can do that with test data, but that’s not always a good choice. Migrations
could be used to insert data into your database but that can be volatile as well. Rails
includes a feature that lets us specify the records that should exist in the database by
default. In the file db/seeds.rb we can write Ruby code that interacts with our
models. Open this file and add the following code:

Example 7.1. code/06_category/cookbook/db/seeds.rb

# Categories
Category.create name: 'Beverages'
Category.create name: 'Deserts'
Category.create name: 'Appetizers'
Category.create name: 'Entrees'
Category.create name: 'Breakfast'
Category.create name: 'Sandwiches'

puts 'Created categories.'

Then to load this data in, run this command:

$ bin/rails db:seed

The data will be loaded into the database and you'll see the confirmation message.

A major advantage of this is that we create (or wipe out and recreate) our database
and seed it with default data with this command:

$ bin/rails db:setup

This works out great when we want to deploy our system to it's production database.
Not such a great idea in development mode unless you want to remove all of the
recipes you've added so far.

7.3. Modifying the Recipes table

Since we want to have a relationship between categories and recipes, we have to
place a foreign key in the recipes table so it can be associated with a recipe. We’ll do
this with a migration too.
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Figure 7.2. Recipes table with the category_id column

Adding the foreign key to the Recipes table pre-
pares us to use Rails to handle the relationships.

We'll create a new migration to alter our database. From the command line, execute
the command

$ bin/rails generate migration
add_category_id_to_recipes category:references

This creates a new migration file db/mi-
grate/XXXXXXX_add_category_id_to_recipes.rb. Open the file and
you should see the following code:

Example 7.2. code/06_category/cookbook/db/migrate/20160702224016_add_category_id_to_recipes.rb

class AddCategoryIdToRecipes < ActiveRecord::Migration[5.0]
  def change
    add_reference :recipes, :category, foreign_key: true
  end
end

The generator actually added the column we needed to the Recipes table! It saw that
the migration's name started with add and then parsed out the to_recipes part
of the migration name to figure out the table. Then it saw that we wanted to create
a "reference" to a "category", and created a category_id column on that table.
Even better, it created an index on the column!

Rails doesn't support database-based foreign key constraints because not every
database supports them, and the Rails creator felt that the logic for controlling con-
straints should live in the application, not the database. However, even though
there's no constraint, we still should have an index on the column to improve perfor-
mance.

Run the migration to alter the database. ($ bin/rails db:migrate).

== 20160702224016 AddCategoryIdToRecipes: migrating ===========================
-- add_reference(:recipes, :category, {:foreign_key=>true})
   -> 0.0095s
== 20160702224016 AddCategoryIdToRecipes: migrated (0.0096s) ================== 
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If you don't see changes

In some rare cases, changes to your application won't work without
restarting the development server. Press CTRL+C (or CTRL+Break on
Windows) to stop your web server and then restart it by executing the
command

$ bin/rails server

7.4. Creating an Association Between a Recipe and a Category

Associations allow objects to interact. Associations are methods that map the pri-
mary keys of one table to the foreign keys of another; the relational mapping part of
“object-relational mapping”.

Open app/models/recipe.rb and modify its contents with the following
code:

Example 7.3. code/06_category/cookbook/app/models/recipe.rb

class Recipe < ApplicationRecord
  belongs_to :category, optional: true
  validates :title, :ingredients, :instructions,  presence: true
end

The belongs_to class method takes in a symbol name of a class with which we
wish to associate. Rails needs no further information because it will assume that
:category references a class called Category, that the table name will be
categories, and that this table (recipes) has a foreign key column called
category_id that will reference the id column in the categories table. Of
course, we can override these assumptions, but it’s easier just to follow convention.

Figure 7.3. Recipe Belongs To a Category

Rails uses naming conventions to discover relationships. The Recipe mod-
el gets the belongs_to directive because it has the foreign key category_id.

By default, since a Recipe has a belongs_to association with a Category, then
a recipe must have a category associated. So if the user doesn't assign a category to
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a recipe when they add one, the record won't save. This may be what you want in
some cases, but in this case it's fine to have uncategoried recipes, so we use the op-
tional: true option to specify that it's ok.

This association adds some new methods to an instance of Recipe. For example,
we can retreive the category associated with a recipe with the category method.
And that means that we can use dot chaining to access the name of the category di-
rectly through a method on the recipe object:

recipe = Recipe.find(1)   # gets recipe with id of 1
      recipe.category.name  # gets the associated category name
      

However, this dot chaining can be a little dangerous. If the recipe has no category
assigned, we'll get an error. It's best to get the category from the recipe, then only
grab the category name with the name method if the category object isn't Nil.
We'll look at how to do that shortly because we're going to want to display a recipe's
category. But first we'll have to modify our application so we can actually associate
categories with our recipes.

7.5. Adding Categories to the Forms

When we add or update a Recipe, it would be nice if we had a dropdown list that
would let us associate a category with that recipe. This is remarkably easy to do in
Rails. In fact, it's many times easier than it is in something like PHP. But in order to
add the category selection to the forms, we need to do some work in the controller.

Open app/controller/recipes_controller.rb and locate the new
method. We need to modify it so it retrieves the categories into an instance variable
called @categories which we can then use in our view.

Example 7.4. code/06_category/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# GET /recipes/new
def new
  @recipe = Recipe.new
  @categories = Category.all.collect{|c| [c.name, c.id] }
end

Now find the edit method and modify it so it also retrieves the categories into
@categories.

Example 7.5. code/06_category/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# GET /recipes/1/edit
def edit
  @categories = Category.all.collect{|c| [c.name, c.id] }
end

Array Collection
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The collect method, and its alias map, iterates through all the categories and re-
turns a new array containing the elements we're specifying. This is an example of a
block and you’ll see lots of these in Rails applications and Ruby code.

In this case we’re returning an array of arrays containing the name and ID. We'll use
the select helper method in our view to build the dropdown list of categories, and
it can take this type of array.

Open app/views/recipes/_form.html.erb and add the following block
at the end of the form:

Example 7.6. code/06_category/cookbook/app/views/recipes/_form.html.erb

<div class="field">
  <%= f.label :category_id %><br />
  <%= f.select :category_id, @categories, :include_blank => true %>
</div>

We're adding a select box which will contain all of the categories we collected so
that our users can place a recipe into the category chosen by the dropdown. We’re
also including a blank option so that a user doesn’t have a category already selected
when they view the page. The category name is displayed on the screen, but the ac-
tual value that's passed on the form is the ID of the category, which is perfect as this
select box is bound to the category_id field.

Allowing Parameters

Remember that the scaffold generator created a special method that determines
what parameters we're allowed to send from our web forms. Right now it allows us
to send the title, ingredients, and instructions to the controller. But
we've now added a select field that sends category_id. As a security measure,
this parameter is silently dropped and never sent on to the database. We have to alter
the generated recipe_params method to allow the category_id field. If we
don't, then no matter what the user chooses in the dropdown list on the page, their
changes won't be saved to the database. Here's what the recipe_params should
look like with that change:

Example 7.7. code/06_category/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# Never trust parameters from the scary internet, only allow the white list
 through.
def recipe_params
  params.require(:recipe).permit(:title, :ingredients, :instructions, :category_id)
end

Any time you add a new field to the form, you have to add it to this method. This
prevents people from attempting to modify your database through web requests by
letting you whitelist the fields you want to expose to the world.

With the associations in place and the views fixed up, go ahead and play with your
application. Notice how you can now add categories to your recipes, and when you
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edit an existing recipe, its associated category automatically shows up in the drop-
down list. But now let's make sure the category shows up on the Show and Index
pages of our app.

7.6. Displaying Records and Associations

When we bring up the index page, we'll want to show the recipes and their cate-
gories, and when we click on a single recipe we'll want to see the category name
associated there as well. Thanks to the associations we've defined in our models,
this is a piece of cake. But before we go about changing the views, let's look at how
Rails writes queries for databases. We'll need to know how that works because it can
impact the performance of our app.

Lazy vs. Eager Loading

As mentioned previous in Section 7.3, “Modifying the Recipes
table” on page 80, when we add associations to models we get some extra meth-
ods that let us grab the associated records. Take another look at this code:

recipe = Recipe.find(1)   # gets recipe with id of 1
        recipe.category.name  # gets the associated category name
        

The preceding code will fetch the data from the database usinglazy loading, meaning
that it'll grab the Recipe data with one query, and then grab the Category record with
a second query. It doesn't do an explicit or an implicit JOIN on the tables. Let's ex-
plore this with a tool called the Rails Console.

Open a new Terminal window (or command prompt) and navigate to the root of
your Rails project. You could stop the Rails Server and use the same Terminal win-
dow if you wanted, but then you'd have to remember to start up the server when
we're done. Most Rails developers are comfortable working with multiple Terminal
windows all pointing to the same Rails project.

Open the Rails console with the command

$ bin/rails console

You'll see something similar to this:

Loading development environment (Rails 4.1.2)
  :001 >

          

When you see this message, it means that your Rails application has been loaded up
and you now have access to your models and other components of Rails. We can use
this to see exactly how Rails talks to our database.

In the console, type the following statement:
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recipe = Recipe.find(1)

This returns the following result:

D, [2013-12-07T12:13:53.547318 #18584] DEBUG -- :   Recipe Load (8.5ms)  SELECT
 "recipes".* FROM "recipes" WHERE "recipes"."id" = ? LIMIT 1  [["id", 1]]
  => #<Recipe id: 1, title: "Toast", ingredients: "Bread", instructions: "Put bread
 in toaster", created_at: "2013-11-17 19:22:22", updated_at: "2013-11-17 19:23:12",
 category_id: 5>
          

Now type

recipe.category

and you'll see that a second query gets generated:

D, [2013-12-07T13:23:24.912382 #18705] DEBUG -- :   Category Load (0.7ms) 
 SELECT "categories".* FROM "categories" WHERE "categories"."id" = ? ORDER BY
 "categories"."id" ASC LIMIT 1  [["id", 5]]
=> "Breakfast"

Rails tries to be efficient, and so it only makes queries when it has to. But this could
be bad if we were retrieving all recipes and displaying the category for each one. If
you have 200 recipes and wanted to display the category for each one, like this:

recipes = Recipe.all
recipes.each do |recipe|
  recipe.category.name
end            

then the preceding code would generate 201 SQL statements! One statement for the
initial recipe table load, and one statement to fetch the category for each entry in the
recipes table!

  D, [2013-12-07T13:33:04.926417 #18757] DEBUG -- :   Recipe Load (0.2ms)  SELECT
 "recipes".* FROM "recipes"
            D, [2013-12-07T13:33:04.928045 #18757] DEBUG -- :   Category Load
 (0.2ms)  SELECT "categories".* FROM "categories" WHERE "categories"."id" = ? ORDER
 BY "categories"."id" ASC LIMIT 1  [["id", 5]]
            D, [2013-12-07T13:33:04.929087 #18757] DEBUG -- :   Category Load
 (0.1ms)  SELECT "categories".* FROM "categories" WHERE "categories"."id" = ? ORDER
 BY "categories"."id" ASC LIMIT 1  [["id", 5]]
 ....
          

That's gross, and it'll kill our database server's performance if we put this application
in front of more than a couple of users. Thankfully there is a solution for situations
like this called eager loading. Rails will eager load things for us if we specify the ob-
jects to include.

recipe = Recipe.all

becomes

Recipe.includes(:category)
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This reduces the number of calls to the database to two calls: one call to fetch the
recipes, and another to fetch the categories. Behind the scenes, Rails matches the
category to the record, eliminating the need for additional queries.

You could have Rails generate a proper LEFT JOIN by adding the references
method:

Recipe.includes(:category).references(:category)

But beware of this because your result from the database may have many characters.
In our case the categories table has a single field. But if it had many fields, this ap-
proach might not be as performant as letting Rails handle it.

Finally, if you want to fetch a single recipe and its category using a single query
with a LEFT JOIN, then you just search for the specific record by its ID with
find:

Recipe.includes(:category).references(:category).find(1)

If you run each of these examples from the Rails console, you'll be able to see the
SQL statements that Rails generates. You can also see these statements in log/
development.log. You should periodically review the SQL statements that
Rails creates for you because you may need to tweak them to improve performance
in your application. Just because it runs fast on your development machine with a
single user doesn't mean it'll perform the same with hundreds or thousands of users
hitting it during peak times.

So now that you know how Rails creates SQL statements for associated records, let's
put it to use by fixing up our “show” and “index” pages to display the category asso-
ciated with each recipe.

Adding the Category to the Show view

When we display a recipe, we want to now show the category for the recipe. We
can do that easily thanks to the way the belongs_to association works. When
we associated a category to a recipe using that association, it added a method to our
Recipe model called category, which returns an instance of the associated cate-
gory record.

Locate the set_recipe method in recipes_controller and add eager load-
ing for the category using where and include

Example 7.8. code/06_category/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

private
  # Use callbacks to share common setup or constraints between actions.
  def set_recipe
    @recipe = Recipe.includes(:category).find(params[:id])
  end
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Open app/views/recipes/show.html.erb and add

Example 7.9. code/06_category/cookbook/app/views/recipes/show.html.erb

<p>Category: <%= h(@recipe.category.name) rescue 'No category found' %></p>

somewhere on the page. When you refresh, you'll see the category displayed.

Rescuing Exceptions

The rescue statement catches a possible exception that could be
thrown if the recipe does not yet have an assigned category. Your recipes
don't all have the category assigned yet, and without this rescue state-
ment, this page would fail to render. Be careful of inline rescues though,
because they can swallow errors and make it much harder for you to de-
bug problems.

Displaying Categories on the Index view

Let's add the category to our main list. Find the index action in
recipes_controller.rb and add the :include option to the find to ea-
ger-load the category information just like the previous example.

Example 7.10. code/06_category/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# GET /recipes
# GET /recipes.json
def index
  @recipes = Recipe.includes(:category).all
end

Open app/views/recipes/index.html.erb and modify it so we can see
the category name in the table. We’ll need to add a column heading as well as the
data cell itself. Remember to use the association to retrieve the category name just
like you did on the show page!
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Example 7.11. code/06_category/cookbook/app/views/recipes/index.html.erb

<p id="notice"><%= notice %></p>

<h1>Recipes</h1>

<table>
  <thead>
    <tr>
      <th>Title</th>
      <th>Category</th>
      <th>Last Updated</th>
      <th colspan="2">&nbsp;</th>
    </tr>
  </thead>

  <tbody>
    <% @recipes.each do |recipe| %>
      <tr>
        <td><%= link_to recipe.title, recipe %></td>
        <td><%= recipe.category.name rescue "No category" %></td>
        <td><%= time_ago_in_words(recipe.updated_at) %> ago</td>
        <td><%= link_to 'Edit', edit_recipe_path(recipe) %></td>
        <td><%= button_to 'Destroy', recipe, confirm: 'Are you sure?',
 method: :delete %></td>
      </tr>
    <% end %>
  </tbody>
</table>

<br>

<%= link_to 'New Recipe', new_recipe_path %>

That wasn't too bad, was it?

7.7. Intercepting Requests with before_action

There's a slight problem with our cookbook application. If we attempt to create
a recipe that doesn't validate, we now get an error when redisplaying the "New
Recipe" page. This is because while we've initialized the list of categories for the
dropdown list in the new action, we haven't done so in the create action. When
recipe creation fails, the "New Recipe" template is rendered, but the new action is
not called.

We're already duplicating code in both the new and edit actions, and we don't
want to duplicate it again in the create and update actions. Thankfully with
Rails we don't have to, as there's a mechanism we can use to execute code at the be-
ginning of each request. It's before_action, and if you recall, we've already
seen this work when we looked at the scaffolding.

Add this code to app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb, right after
the class definition:

Example 7.12. code/07_before_actions/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

before_action :get_categories, :only =>[:new, :edit, :create, :update]
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This calls the specified method before the specified actions. In this case, we're call-
ing the get_categories method before the new, create, create, and up-
date actions.

before_filter

In previous versions of Rails, the method before_filter did the
same thing as before_action. You should use before_action
going forward as before_filter is being phased out.

At the bottom of the file, add this code, right above the very last end line.

Example 7.13. /Users/brianhogan/books/cookbook2/code/07_before_actions/cookbook/app/controllers/
recipes_controller.rb

def get_categories
  @categories = Category.all.collect{|c| [c.name, c.id] }
end

We're just using the same code we placed in the new and edit actions into this fil-
ter. Instance variables you set in these before_action methods are also avail-
able in the actions and in the views.

Now remove the category collection code from the new and edit actions before
you move on, as it's now redundant.

One last thing about before_action; we've used before_action to
make code run before the user visits a controller's action, but Rails also supports
after_action so you can make some code run after an action.

Now, open the app in the browser, locate the first record, choose the “Edit” button,
and add a category by selecting the category from the dropdown box.

7.8. What You Learned

We covered a ton in this chapter. You got a chance to see how to add a second
database table to your app and how to make relationships between the new table
and your existing one. You also got to interact with the Rails Console and see how
Rails creates queries. You got a chance to create a simple script that creates sever-
al records in your database, and you modified the existing views to integrate the sec-
ond table into the system.

Exercises

1. Use a database migration to add a new integer column to the Recipes table called
“calories” and then add this new field to the forms and the Show page.

2. Create a has_many association from Category to :recipes
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• Write a unit test that tests this relationship. (You’ll need to make fixtures for
categories and recipes and you’ll need to load both of these in the test file.)

• See http://api.rubyonrails.org/classes/ActiveRecord/Associa-
tions/ClassMethods.html for details on has_many

3. Create a controller and views to manage the categories. Use the recipe controller
and views as an example. Do not use scaffolding, as this will overwrite things
you've already done.

• When you display a category, display the recipes associated with that category,
making use of the has_many association you created. You should be able to re-
trieve the categories with

@recipes = @category.recipes

and then use the each method on the @recipes object.

• On the Show page for a recipe, make a link to the category using the
link_to method. Remember that the link_to method can take an object as
its second parameter.

Now that we've explored how to join two tables together, and we've spent time
querying our database with Active Record, we've got a nice basic appliation. But be-
fore we put it out for the world to see we'd better put some security in place. After
all, right now anyone can add or delete recipes from our database!
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Right now, anyone can add recipes to our cookbook. But according to the next story
on our list, that's not we want:

• As a site owner, I want to have to log in to the site be able to create, update, or
delete recipes, so that the general public can't modify my database and mess with
my records.

So let's add some simple security to the system.

Rails provides built-in support for basic authentication, which is a great way to lock
people out of your site. We want to authenticate users on each request, and we can
leverage Rails' before_action feature to make that work.

8.1. Using Global Methods In The Application Controller

By default, all of our controllers inherit from ApplicationController. Any
methods we place in that controller are all available in the rest of our controllers.
This is a great place for us to put our filter methods that our controllers will share,
like authentication.

Let's add a method prompts the visitor for a username and password when they visit
certain actions on our site. Since we'll use this everywhere in our app, we'll add this
code to app/controllers/application_controller.rb:

Example 8.1. code/08_security/cookbook/app/controllers/application_controller.rb

private

  def authenticate
    authenticate_or_request_with_http_basic do |user_name, password|
      session[:logged_in] = (user_name == 'admin' && password == 'password')
    end
  end

This method uses HTTP Basic Authentication. It's not very secure since it uses a sin-
gle username and password for everything, but it's a great first step towards securing
our application and exploring how Basic Authentication works.

HTTP Basic Authentication is incredibly simple. When you make the request from
your browser, the remote server asks you for credentials. You enter the username
and password in and the browser takes those credentials and joins them together like
this:

username:password

It then encodes the username and password using simple Base64 encoding and sends
this to the server in the Authorization header. The browser caches these cre-
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dentials and sends them along any time the server requests them. This way the user
isn't constantly prompted for their username and password.

The username and password isn't encrypted, and so in production, Basic Authenti-
cation, like other types of authentication, should be used with SSL.Setting that up is
beyond the scope of this tutorial.

Sessions

Every connection to a web server over HTTP, the protocol of the web, is a single,
short connection. The client makes a request to a server, the server sends a response
back, and then the connection is terminated. However, we have some tricks we can
use to make it look like we're always connected. One of those methods is called a
session.

We can persist data in the session on one part of our site and then retrieve it later. It's
great for storing small bits of data that we don't constantly want to look up from a
database, but it's also used to keep track of whether or not someone's logged in.

In our authenticate method, we're using the session to store a boolean value
that determines whether our user is logged in or not. We'll use this later to hide or
show user interface elements in our view.

By default, Rails stores session data on the end-user's computer in a special encrypt-
ed cookie. There's a layer of security in the Rails application that makes it nearly im-
possible for someone to tamper with the cookie. This mechanism has undergone in-
credible scrutiny and has held up even under some of the harshest security tests. It's
safe to use it, but you can also choose to store session information in a database on
the server instead.

We've only declared the filter, we haven't applied it yet, so let's do that now.

8.2. Securing Destructive Actions

In our Recipes controller, we don't want unauthorized users to see anything ex-
cept for the index or show pages. So, we can add this filter to app/con-
trollers/recipes_controller.rb:

Example 8.2. code/08_security/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

before_action :authenticate, :except => [:index, :show]

Now, try deleting one of your recipes. You'll be prompted to enter the username and
password.
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Figure 8.1. Authentication Prompt

8.3. Hiding things people shouldn't see

People who aren't logged in shouldn't see links to create, edit, or delete posts. We
can create a new helper method that we can use in our views to hide those elements.
Add this to app/controllers/application_controller.rb:

Example 8.3. code/08_security/cookbook/app/controllers/application_controller.rb

helper_method :logged_in?

def logged_in?
  session[:logged_in]
end

This method simply checks the value we set in the session hash. Now we can start
hiding elements for users who aren't logged in. Let's start by hiding the "New
recipe" link on our Recipes index page:

Example 8.4. code/08_security/cookbook/app/views/recipes/index.html.erb

<% if logged_in? %>
  <%= link_to 'New recipe', new_recipe_path %>
<% end %>

You can now go through and use this technique to hide other elements on the in-
dex page, but be careful, because if you hide all of them, you won't have any way
to log in to the site without typing the URL to a protected action like http://local-
host:3000/recipes/new.

8.4. Limitations of This Authentication Method

We have used a very, very simple way of protecting the site. It relies on a hard-cod-
ed password and only supports one login. In addition, this method is not secure un-
less you use SSL certificates and use the HTTPS protocol. You also don't have any
way to log out without closing the browser, since the browser is designed to cache
credentials for basic authentication.

http://localhost:3000/recipes/new
http://localhost:3000/recipes/new
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There are many alternatives you can use in your real applications, including Devise1,
which is extremely robust, but more complicated. It includes support for password
recovery, account activation emails, and encryption.

8.5. Fixing Broken Tests

When we scaffolded our Recipes user interface, Rails created a Controller test for us
that assumes that there are no restrictions on creating, updating, or deleting recipes.
But now that we've added a restriction, several of these tests have broken. We need
to address

What we need to do is log in to the application in those controller tests. We've used
Basic Authentication for our application, and so when the user enters the username
and password, these values are encoded and placed in the request headers that get
sent to the server.

We can set that request header as part of our tests. In the file test/con-
trollers/recipes_controller_test.rb we'll add a new private method
at the bottom that takes in a username and password and sets the appropriate header:

Example 8.5. code/08_security/cookbook/test/controllers/recipes_controller_test.rb

  private
    def login(username, password)
      credentials = ActionController::HttpAuthentication::Basic.encode_credentials
 username, password
    end
  # END
end

Then we can call this new method in any test case that needs authentication. Let's
start with the new action test. Change it so it looks like this:

Example 8.6. code/08_security/cookbook/test/controllers/recipes_controller_test.rb

test "should get new" do
  get new_recipe_url, headers: {'HTTP_AUTHORIZATION' =>
 login("admin", "password") }
  assert_response :success
end

The get method expects a URL, but it can also take additional options. We can use
this to set the authorization header.

Repeat this with the edit action test:

Example 8.7. code/08_security/cookbook/test/controllers/recipes_controller_test.rb

test "should get new" do
  get new_recipe_url, headers: {'HTTP_AUTHORIZATION' =>
 login("admin", "password") }
  assert_response :success
end

1http://github.com/plataformatec/devise

http://github.com/plataformatec/devise
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Repeat with the create and update action tests:

Example 8.8. code/08_security/cookbook/test/controllers/recipes_controller_test.rb

test "should create recipe" do
  assert_difference('Recipe.count') do
    post recipes_url, params: { recipe: { ingredients: @recipe.ingredients,
 instructions: @recipe.instructions, title: @recipe.title } }, headers:
 {'HTTP_AUTHORIZATION' => login("admin", "password") }
  end

  assert_redirected_to recipe_url(Recipe.last)
end

Example 8.9. code/08_security/cookbook/test/controllers/recipes_controller_test.rb

test "should update recipe" do
  patch recipe_url(@recipe), params: { recipe: { ingredients: @recipe.ingredients,
 instructions: @recipe.instructions, title: @recipe.title } }, headers:
 {'HTTP_AUTHORIZATION' => login("admin", "password") }

  assert_redirected_to recipe_url(@recipe)
end

And finally, change the delete action test:

Example 8.10. code/08_security/cookbook/test/controllers/recipes_controller_test.rb

test "should destroy recipe" do
  assert_difference('Recipe.count', -1) do
    delete recipe_url(@recipe), headers: {'HTTP_AUTHORIZATION' =>
 login("admin", "password") }
  end

  assert_redirected_to recipes_url
end

Now when you run $ bin/rails test:controllers then all our controller
tests pass.

Running via Spring preloader in process 20753
Run options: --seed 43908

# Running:

.............

Finished in 0.731764s, 17.7653 runs/s, 24.5981 assertions/s.

13 runs, 18 assertions, 0 failures, 0 errors, 0 skips

If we need this login method in other test cases, we could move it to test/
test_helper.rb and it would be available to all of our tests.

The approach we used works for testing basic authentication only. If we had done a
login system using forms, we'd have to log users in a different way. Instead of set-
ting a header, we would
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8.6. What You Learned

In this chapter you learned about Basic Authentication and how to use it to restrict
access to parts of your Rails application. You learned about the session and how to
make helper methods that you can use in your view. And you worked with controller
tests to ensure they continue to work as you made changes to the app.

Exercises

In these exercises, you'll change your application so it uses a database table of user-
names and passwords instead of a hard-coded username and password, and you'll
create an admin dashboard page. Hard-coded passwords are a horrible idea, so you'll
also encrypt the passwords.

1. Create a users model in your database with the following attributes:

• username (string)

• password_digest (string)

2. Add this code to your User model in app/models/user.rb:

has_secure_password

def self.authenticate(username, password)
  user = User.where(username: username).first
  user && user.authenticate(password)
end

The self. prefix is important here. It declares this method as a class method on
the User class. This is similar to a static method in other languages. It means we
can call User.authenticate instead of having to first create an instance of
User before we can call the method.

This method takes in the username and password and then finds the first record in
our database with that username. It then attempts to authenticate the user by call-
ing the authenticate method. Notice that this authenticate method is
on the  instance of User that we created. We never wrote this method. It actually
comes from our use of has_secure_password. By adding that line, we got
some additional methods on our object we can use.

3. Add the bcrypt gem to your Gemfile. It's already in your Gemfile, but it's
commented out. Find and uncomment this line:

gem 'bcrypt', '~> 3.1.7'

Then be sure to run the bundle command in your terminal to install the gem.

You'll have to restart your web server for Rails to see any new gems you install.
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4. Create a new Admin user in your database.

• From the Rails Console, add a user called admin with the password pass-
word like this:

User.create :username => "admin", :password
 => "password", :password_confirmation =>  "password"

Then exit the Rails console by typing exit to return to your Terminal.

• Add the same code you ran in the console to the file db/seeds.rb so that
you can have a default user when you deploy the application to a new server.

5. Change the authenticate method in app/con-
trollers/application_controller.rb so that it uses the authen-
ticate method we just added to User. The new authenticate should look
like this:

if user = authenticate_with_http_basic {|user, password| User.authenticate(user,
 password)}
  session[:user_id] = user.id
  session[:logged_in] = true
else
  request_http_basic_authentication
end

This code does the authentication routine by taking the username and password
and passing it to the authenticate method we added on the User class. If
it is successful, we'll get an instance of a user back. We can then save the ID
of that user in the database to our session so we can easily look up the user later.
And then we can set the session[:logged_in] value to true since the us-
er logged in successfully.

And if we can't log in because the username and password didn't match, we just
request the login box again.

6. Add a new private method to ApplicationController called
current_user that fetches the current user from the database using the data
we've stored in the session:

def current_user
  @current_user ||= User.find(session[:user_id]) if session[:user_id]
end

This method looks up the user and stores the user in the @current_user vari-
able only if the @current_user variable hasn't yet been set, and only if there's
data in the session. This will let you look up the current user object by referenc-
ing current_user in your code.

Then add a helper_method declaration to the top of ApplicationCon-
troller for the current_user method you just defined so that we can use
current_user in the view.
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Then, in your views, you can use this method to quickly load up the current user's
information.

<% if logged_in? %>
  You are logged in as <%= current_user.username %>
<% end %>

7. Let's make it easy for administrators to log into our system. When they visit the
URL http://localhost:3000/admin they'll be prompted for the login box and then
greeted with a welcome message. Add a new controller to your system called
AdminController with a single action called index and a single view
called index.html.erb.

• Ensure that the AdminController contains the code that authenticates
users, but make sure that it has no exceptions.

• On the index.html.erb page, simply present a message that states they
are logged in.

• Create a route in config/routes.rb that connects /admin to the admin
controller's index action.

8. Modify the test/models/recipe_test.rb so the setup block creates a
new administrative user in the database:

  setup do
    @recipe = recipes(:one)
    #User.create :username => "admin", :password
 => "password", :password_confirmation =>  "password"
  end

Without this, the tests will fail because there's no user in the test daabase called
"admin", so logins will fail. While you could add this to the test/fix-
tures/users.yml, you'd have to store the password_digest field, which
you'd need to compute. Creating it in the test setup block is easier.

9. Ensure that tests all pass, and use what you've learned about tests to adjust any
tests that don't pass after these changes.

10.Finally, close your browser and reload it. Then visit http://localhost:3000/admin
and log in with your new username and password.

http://localhost:3000/admin
http://localhost:3000/admin
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We've done a lot of work with databases and static pages, but our application doesn't
exactly look the best. We'll want to spend a little time making our application look
nice now that things work. And it just so happens we have a story for that:

• As a visitor to the site, I want to be able to view the site on my mobile phone as
well as my desktop so that I can read recipes at the store or in the kitchen.

Rails provides an incredibly powerful system of managing CSS and JavaScript files
called the Asset Pipeline, and we'll explore it as we create some basic stylesheets.

9.1. How Rails Handles Assets

Rails apps have a folder called app/assets that is designed to hold our CSS,
JavaScript files, and our images. For simplicity, we'll only focus on the stylesheets
right now.

Take a look at the app/views/layouts/application.html.erb file;
you'll find this line:

Example 9.1. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/views/layouts/application.html.erb

<%= stylesheet_link_tag    'application',
    media: 'all', 'data-turbolinks-track': 'reload' %>

Normally, you use a link tag in HTML and point it at the CSS file you want to
load. But that often involves worrying about what folder your pages are in, and what
folder the CSS file is in, and resolving paths. It's messy work, and so Rails takes
care of this for us. The stylesheet_link_tag helper will, by default, simply
load up the file we specify by looking for it in the app/assets folder. It will con-
struct the appropriate relative link for us no matter what page we're on.

By default, it looks for the file app/assets/stylesheets/
application.css. But if you look at that file you'll see this:
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Example 9.2. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/assets/stylesheets/application.css

/*
 * This is a manifest file that'll be compiled into application.css, which will
 include all the files
 * listed below.
 *
 * Any CSS and SCSS file within this directory, lib/assets/stylesheets, vendor/
assets/stylesheets,
 * or any plugin's vendor/assets/stylesheets directory can be referenced here using
 a relative path.
 *
 * You're free to add application-wide styles to this file and they'll appear at
 the bottom of the
 * compiled file so the styles you add here take precedence over styles defined in
 any other CSS/SCSS
 * files in this directory. Styles in this file should be added after the last
 require_* statement.
 * It is generally better to create a new file per style scope.
 *
 *= require_tree .
 *= require_self
 */

You could start adding styles directly to this file, but that's not the approach
Rails wants you to use. This file is actually a “manifest” file which contains
some special instructions that actually load up all of the files in the app/as-
sets/stylesheets folder.

The Asset Pipeline uses this manifest to construct a single stylesheet file for pro-
duction use. This lets us keep our stylesheets organized by function or any other
method we choose, so that we can easily manage our code. Then, Rails assembles all
of them into a single file, which is often more efficient for end users to download. If
we made the user download several stylesheet files, the experience might be much
slower for them due to the overhead caused by fetching the individual stylesheet
files. Combining multiple stylesheets into a single one for production is an industry
standard, and Rails includes it out of the box.

Preprocessors

If you look in the app/assets/stylesheets folder you'll see several files.
The files home.scss and recipes.scss were created when we generated the
Home controller and the Recipes controllers. The scaffolds.scss file was
created for us when we used the Scaffold generator. The scss extension on these
files means that they are Sass stylesheets, not regular stylesheets.

Sass stands for Syntactically Awesome Style Sheets, and that's a pretty appropri-
ate name. Sass gives developers the flexibility they crave, including the ability to do
logic, use variables, and even define functions. Sass files aren't usable by the brows-
er, and so we use a preprocessor to convert the Sass code into regular CSS

Rails automatically preprocesses Sass files for us as a part of the Asset Pipeline. As
long as we name the files with the extension .scss, Rails will do all of the work.
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Interestingly enough, if you created a file called home.scss.erb, it would ac-
tually run through the ERb processor first, looking for any sections with <%= %>
blocks in the file. It would then pass the results on to the Sass preprocessor so
that it could be processed. Preprocessors give you incredible flexibility to create
stylesheets for your project.

We can mix CSS and Sass files in the app/assets folder, but Rails encourages
the use of Sass in projects, so let's look at what Sass is all about so we can use it on
our site.

A brief tour of Sass

Let's look at some of the most useful features of Sass, starting with variables.

We can define a variable for a certain color, and then use that color everywhere we
want without duplicating the color code, like this:

$mainColor: #999;
header, footer{
  background-color: $mainColor;
}

.wrapper{
  border: 1px solid $mainColor;
}

When this gets converted to CSS, the variables get replaced with the actual values.
The result looks like this:

header, footer {
  background-color: #999999;
}

.wrapper {
  border: 1px solid #999999;
}
    

We can use variables for other things as well. For example, we could define a vari-
able called $width and set its value, but we can the do mathematical operations on
that variable for use in other places.

$width: 960px;

.wrapper{
  width: $width;
}

/* math! */
.content{
  width: $width * 0.75;
}

Sass will transform that and turn it into this:
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.wrapper{
  width: 960px;
}

.content {
  width: 720px;
}

Look at that carefully. Sass took the assigned value of 960px, dropped off the unit
of measure, did the subtraction, and then added the unit of measure back. This works
for em, %, and other units as well. Instead of breaking out the calculator, let Sass do
the work!

One other amazingly powerful feature of Sass is that it lets us nest selectors. For ex-
ample, if you wanted to ensure that all of the hyperlinks in your navigation bar were
a different color than the rest of your hyperlinks, you'd have to write CSS like this:

nav a {
  color: white;
}

But with Sass, you can nest the selectors. This would create child selectors:

nav{
  a{
    color: #fff
  }
}

This Sass code will be transformed into this CSS:

nav a {
  color: inherit;
}

As you can see, this nesting uses a descendent selector. But if you wanted to use a
child selector instead of a parent selector, you'd do it like this:But you can also use
the & character which is a shortcut to the “parent” selector. So, we'd use this code:

nav{
  &>a{
    color: #fff
  }
}

which, when converted by Sass, will generate a descendent selector like this:

nav > a {
  color: inherit;
}

This nesting really comes in handy when representing something more significant
like a navigation bar that uses an unordered list. The HTML structure for something
like that might look like this:
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<nav>
  <ul>
    <li><a href = "#">Home</a></li>
    <li><a href = "#">About</a></li>
  </ul>
</nav>

which we can represent using Sass's nesting features and the & selector:

nav{
  background-color: #ddd;
  float: left;
  width: 100%;

  &>ul{
    margin: 0;
    padding: 0;

    &>li{
      margin-right: 1%;
      color: #fff;

      &>a{
        color: inherit;

        &:hover, &:focus{
          color: #000;
        }
      }
    }
  }
}

The CSS structure more closely mirrors our HTML. It even makes it easier to do the
hover states for the HTML links! And when it gets converted for use in the browser,
it'll have the child selectors applied appropriately, like this:

nav {
  background-color: #ddd;
  float: left;
  width: 100%;
}

nav > ul {
  margin: 0;
  padding: 0;
}

nav > ul > li {
  margin-right: 1%;
  color: #fff;
}

nav > ul > li > a {
  color: inherit;
}

nav > ul > li > a:hover, nav > ul > li > a:focus {
  color: #000;
}

We can put all of this to use inside of a Rails application thanks to Rails' asset
pipeline. Let's do that now.
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9.2. Creating Some Basic Styles

Right now, Rails is loading up all of the files in the app/assets folder. But the
files that are currently there need to be cleaned out.

The files home.scss and recipes.scss are completely empty. They're gener-
ated so that if we wanted, we could have specific styles for specific controllers. But
let's get rid of those by deleting them from our project. We won't be needing them.

The scaffolds.scss contains some basic styling for the error messages, the
fonts, and a few other areas. Review its contents, but then remove this file from your
project as well. We'll construct our own stylesheets.

Defining a Layout

We've used HTML to define the structure of our layout in the file app/views/
layouts/application.html.erb but now it's time to make that layout look
a little nicer. Before doing that, let's look at the layout again:

Figure 9.1. Our Layout

This represents the structure of our HTML, not necessarily how we'd like the page
to look. We do that with CSS, and we need to be very mindful of our audience. We
probably want to make sure that whatever we build will work well on mobile de-
vices, tablets, and desktops alike. So, we'll be sure to incorporate responsive design
into our CSS.
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Create a new file called app/assets/stylesheets/layout.scss. We'll
use this file to define the basic layout for our site. We'll start off by creating a few
variable declarations at the top of the file:

Example 9.3. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/assets/stylesheets/layout.scss

$backgroundColor: #ddd;
$contentBackgroundColor: #fff;
$hoverColor: #999;
$textColor: #333;
$width: 960px;

Declaring variables like this at the top of the file makes it really easy to locate and
change them later. For example, here we're defining the width of the page along
with some colors. We'll use these throughout this file, and if we decide to change the
width or these colors, we can simply pop open the file, make the change in one spot,
and call it good.

Now, we'll define a simple rule for the page's body element that defines the back-
ground color and the text color:

Example 9.4. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/assets/stylesheets/layout.scss

body{
  background-color: $backgroundColor;
  color: $textColor;
}

Then let's define a rule for the container element, which wraps our page's header,
main content, and footer. On desktop screens, we'll constrain the page's width to 960
pixels wide. and on devices with a screen width that's smaller than 960 pixels, we'll
make the container scale down.

To do this with regular CSS, we'd need to repeat ourselves a little bit, by defining
variations of CSS rules based on media queries. However, Sass allows us to embed
media queries inside of selectors! So we can define our rule like this:

Example 9.5. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/assets/stylesheets/layout.scss

.container{
  background-color: $contentBackgroundColor;
  margin: 0 auto;

  @media only screen and (min-width: $width){
    width: $width;
  }

  @media only screen and (max-width: $width -1){
    width: 90%;
  }
}
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This makes it more clear how the different screen sizes affect the styles. We can
see all of the styles associated with this element at once, instead of scrolling up and
down the file looking at the various media queries. When the actual CSS gets ren-
dered, the regular media queries get generated for us as if we'd written them our-
selves.

Now let's add some styles for the main content area, the page's header, and the foot-
er:

Example 9.6. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/assets/stylesheets/layout.scss

main, .container > header, .container > footer{
  padding: 1%;
}

footer{
  text-align: center;
}

We're explicitly targeting the header and footer that are direct children of the ele-
ment with the container class. This way the styles won't cascade down into any
other header elements on the page, such as the header we used in the recipe show
page.

With those in place, we can turn our attention to the navigation bar. We'll use Sass's
nesting feature here again. First we'll define a variable at the top for the navbar's
background color:

Example 9.7. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/assets/stylesheets/layout.scss

$navColor: #ccc;

and then we'll add the CSS for the navigation bar and the links within:

Example 9.8. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/assets/stylesheets/layout.scss

nav{
  background-color: #ccc;
  text-align: center;

  &>a{
    color: inherit;
    padding: 1%;
    text-decoration: none;

    &:hover, &:focus{
      color: $hoverColor;
    }

  }
}

We use the & syntax for the :hover and :focus pseudoclass definitions here as
well.

If you open this app in the browser you'll see something that looks like this:
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Figure 9.2. Our design so far

And it should look great scaled down on a smaller display, too, thanks to the media
queries we embedded. That takes care of the main layout. Now let's turn our atten-
tion to the forms and error messages.

9.3. Styling Forms and Errors

When we built our form, each label and field is wrapped inside of a div element:

<div class="field">
  <%= f.label :title %>
  <%= f.text_field :title %>
</div>

And so is the form's Submit button:

<div class="actions">
  <%= f.submit %>
</div>

Let's space out the form fields a little bit by adding some bottom margin to these
div elements. And let's make the fields fill out the width of the page and make the
textarea elements a little taller so there's enough room to type:

Example 9.9. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/assets/stylesheets/forms.scss

div.field, div.actions {
  margin-bottom: 10px;

  label {display: block}
  input[type=text], textarea {width: 100%;}
  textarea {height: 6em;}
}
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Next, let's look at how errors are displayed. We'll need to give some visual feed-
back to our users when they make a mistake filling out our forms. We had some ug-
ly (and hard to read) feedback that we got for free from the Rails scaffolding, but we
removed that when we removed the scaffolds.scss file, so we'll need to add
some styles back in.

The Rails helpers we used for our form fields will automatically wrap the labels and
form fields with div elements with the class of field_with_errors like this:

 <div class = "field">
  <div class = "field_with_errors"><label for = "recipe_title">Title</label></
div><br>
  <div class = "field_with_errors"><input id = "recipe_title" name =
 "recipe[title]" type = "text" value = "" /></div>
</div>

This lets us easily highlight the error fields. So to do that let's create a variable we
can use for the highlighting color. Create a new Sass stylesheet file called app/as-
sets/stylesheets/forms.scss and add this variable declaration to the top
of your stylesheet:

Example 9.10. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/assets/stylesheets/forms.scss

$errorColor: #c00;

Then add this declaration to style the form fields when there are errors. Place this at
the bottom of the stylesheet, after the form field declarations:

Example 9.11. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/assets/stylesheets/forms.scss

.field_with_errors {
  background-color: $errorColor;
  color: #fff;
  padding: 1px;
}

Our current form also shows an error explanation region at the top of the page when
there are errors. This additional explanation is great for giving the user a summary
of what they need to fix. But let's add a tiny bit of styling for this region as well:

Example 9.12. code/09_assets/cookbook/app/assets/stylesheets/forms.scss

#error_explanation {
  border: 2px solid $errorColor;
  margin-bottom: 10px;

  h2 {
    background-color: $errorColor;
    color: #fff;
    font-size: 12px;
    margin: 0;
    padding: 5px 5px 5px 15px;
  }
}

And with that, our error page looks like this:
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Figure 9.3. Our error page

9.4. What You Learned

In this chapter you learned how to use Rails' asset pipeline and Sass to build easy-
to-manage styles for your application. You learned how to leverage variables in Sass
and how to split your styles into separate files for easy maintainability.

Exercises

1. Create a new file called app/assets/notice.scss and create some style
rules to style the “notice” region of the page. This is the region that displays the
success message when you create, update, or delete records.

• Use variables for any colors you decide to use

• Test your notice message on both small and large screen displays.

2. In app/assets/stylesheets/forms.scss, style the text field and text
areas so they are taller and wider. Make sure that any sizing you do works on
both large and small screens.

We've built a pretty good application so far. It looks decent and works well. But as
it grows, it may be more difficult for people to find recipes. So let's add some search
functionality to the app.





Chapter 10. Searching For Recipes

We've got a database full of recipes all linked to categories, but as the database gets
larger it'll be more difficult to find things. Our last story says:

• As a visitor to the site, I want to be able to search for recipes so that I can find
something to make for dinner.

So in this chapter, we'll see exactly what it takes to construct a basic search system
for our application using ActiveRecord and a proper application of the MVC design
pattern.

10.1. How Search Works

Here's the usual flow of a search on a web site:

1. The visitor enters a query into a web form and presses Submit

2. The server takes the query and constructs a SQL statement.

3. The server queries the database and retrieves a result set.

4. The results are displayed on the page.

If you think about that flow, it describes almost everything we've done in this ap-
plication already except for step one. We know exactly how to fetch and display
recipes. In fact, we have a whole controller action dedicated to doing just that.

But in our controllers, where would the search happen? We'll have a form, and we're
searching for recipes, so it might make sense to do the work in the Recipes con-
troller.

When we created recipes, we used a POST request. But POST requests are designed
to change things on the system. We use GET requests to get things. And we already
have a place where we are getting a list of recipes from the system; our index ac-
tion of the RecipesController.

Right now, the index action of RecipesController fetches the recipes
from the database using the Recipe model. The controller then renders the app/
views/recipes/index.html.erb view which displays the recipes.

The interesting thing about this is that all we have to do to make a search work is
change the line in the controller that specifies how it gets the results from the model.
As long as we give the view a collection of Recipes, it'll render them just fine.

So to make this work, we'll need logic to perform the search, and a form for people
to enter the search keywords into. Then we send the results of the form to our con-
troller and fetch the results so we can display the view. And using what we already
know, that will be a piece of cake.
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10.2. Designing Search With Tests

Remember when we looked at validation and we used unit tests to drive the devel-
opment? Well, we need to do that with our search, too. Search logic can get pretty
complex pretty fast, and while we could write some code, use the browser to search,
and check the results, we really don't want to do that because it's horribly inefficient.
Instead, we are going to think about how we want the search to work, and then cre-
ate some tests that prove our code works the way it should.

So how do we want our search to work? Well, it seems reasonable that our search
can search the title, ingredients, and instructions for a given keyword. And the case
of the search shouldn't matter.

It turns out that's not hard to do with Rails. But how do we know when our logic is
correct? Well, if we do a search for "cake" we should probably find all recipes in our
system that contain the word "cake" in the title. That would include "pancakes" too.
So this can be our first test.

Searching For A Recipe By Title

Let's write our first test. We'll search our database for a recipe by looking at its title
for a given string.

In order to test if our search logic retrieves data from the database, we need to have
some data in the database. We looked at using Fixtures for our test data, but one
problem with fixtures is that they are in a different file than our test, and we'll have
to keep going back and forth between the two to keep our data straight.

So what we'll do is create new records in each test. This will let us keep our test da-
ta right with our tests and help us keep our thought process straight as we implement
our algorithm.

In the file test/models/recipe_test.rb we'll add a new test case. In the
test case we'll create a new record in our test database, and then retrieve it from the
database using our search logic.

Example 10.1. code/10_search/cookbook/test/models/recipe_test.rb

test "should find a match on title" do
  test_recipe = Recipe.create(title: "Cake",
                              ingredients: "Flour, sugar, eggs.",
                              instructions: "Mix ingredients...")

  assert_equal test_recipe, Recipe.find_all_by_query("cake").first
end

Our test uses a method called Recipe.find_all_by_query to get search re-
sults. A search may return one result, or it may return many, and so we are going
to treat this just like the Recipe.all or Recipe.includes(:category)
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methods we've used previously; it'll return a Relation, which acts like an array of re-
sults.

So in our test, we assert that the test recipe we created is equal to the first result we
get back from our search method.

This new method we're adding is a class method, not an instance method, just like
the .all method that we've used so far. It will return a collection of Recipe ob-
jects.

Now, let's run this new test and see what happens. We'll use bin/rails
test:models so we only run the model tests.

$ bin/rails test:models

 Run options: --seed 65232

# Running:

..E..

Finished in 0.073961s, 67.6032 runs/s, 94.6445 assertions/s.

1) Error:
RecipeTest#test_should_find_a_match_on_title:
NoMethodError: undefined method `find_all_by_query' for #<Class:0x007fd9ced77738>
test/models/recipe_test.rb:39:in `block in <class:RecipeTest>'

5 runs, 7 assertions, 0 failures, 1 errors, 0 skips

Implememting the Search Logic

Our test tells us we need a Recipe.find_all_by_query method that search-
es the database and returns a collection of recipes that match the condition. It also
tells us that we need to do a case-insensitive search through our database of recipes
when we do the search; remember that our recipe title in our test is "Cake" but we're
searching for "cake".

To do a case-insensitive match, we just have to lowercase our query from the us-
er and compare it to a lower-case version of the field in our database. That's easy
enough to do. We use the lower() function available in most SQL databases when
we construct our query.

One other thing we need to do is put percent signs (%) around our query. In SQL, we
can do a LIKE query, which lets us test for just part of a word. Our SQL statement
for our search would look like this:

select * from recipes where LOWER(title) like '%cake%'; 

These percent signs are like wildcards. If we put one in front and one after the key-
word, then the database will look for that sequence of characters anywhere in the
field. It'll find "cake", "pancake", or "chocolate cake".
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So, in our Recipe model, we can create our class method like this:

Example 10.2. code/10_search/cookbook/app/models/recipe.rb

def self.find_all_by_query(query)
  query = query.downcase
  query = "%#{query}%"

  Recipe.where(['lower(title) like ?', query])
end

We use Ruby's downcase method to lowercase the query, we surround the query
with percent signs, and then construct our ActiveRecord query using the where
method. The where method has many forms, but we are passing in an array where
the first entry in the array is a SQL fragment with a question mark for a placeholder,
and the second entry is the variable that will be substituted for that question mark.
This form allows us to construct our own SQL statements and still be protected.

And with this implemented, we run our first test and watch it pass.

$ bin/rails test:models

Run options: --seed 56032

# Running:

.....

Finished in 0.070219s, 71.2058 runs/s, 113.9293 assertions/s.

5 runs, 8 assertions, 0 failures, 0 errors, 0 skips 

Now let's add a second test to ensure that we find more than one recipe, just to be
sure. We'll use a similar test setup. This time we'll create two recipes in our test
database. We'll create the same "Cake" recipe we created in the last test, as well as
another one for pancakes. Even though we already created the "Cake" recipe in our
last test, it's gone when this test runs because the database is reset between each test
we run.

Example 10.3. code/10_search/cookbook/test/models/recipe_test.rb

test "should find 2 matches on title" do
  Recipe.create!(title: "Cake",
                 ingredients: "Flour, sugar, eggs.",
                 instructions: "Mix ingredients...")

  Recipe.create!(title: "Pancakes",
                ingredients: "flour, butter, eggs.",
                instructions: "Mix ingredients in a large bowl...")

  assert_equal 2, Recipe.find_all_by_query("cake").count
end

This time we check to see that we got two records back from the database. We don't
need to look at each one, but we certainly could.
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Now one of the things we have to be really, really careful about when writing tests
that work with the database is the fixtures we have. Each time we run our tests, all
of the data in our fixtures gets loaded into our database. So if we had anything in the
fixtures that contained the word "Cake", it would pick those up too. It's for this rea-
son that fixtures are often problematic for development.

In true test-driven development style, we need to run our tests again. We've added a
new test, and it's important to check to make sure our test is free from syntax errors
and that we get the expected result. This test should pass without any issues:

$ bin/rails test:models

Run options: --seed 5912

# Running:

......

Finished in 0.077527s, 77.3924 runs/s, 116.0886 assertions/s.

6 runs, 9 assertions, 0 failures, 0 errors, 0 skips  

The test proves that our logic is working and picking up the recipes we wanted it to
find.

Searching Multiple Fields

We want our search to be able to search more than just the title. We want to search
for ingredients and instructions as well. So let's create some more tests for this. We'll
create one test that looks for a keyword in the ingredients:

Example 10.4. code/10_search/cookbook/test/models/recipe_test.rb

test "should find a match on ingredients" do
  test_recipe = Recipe.create(title: "Cake",
                              ingredients: "Flour, sugar, eggs.",
                              instructions: "Mix ingredients...")

  assert_equal test_recipe, Recipe.find_all_by_query("flour").first
end

and another that looks for the keyword in the instructions:

Example 10.5. code/10_search/cookbook/test/models/recipe_test.rb

test "should find a match on instructions" do
  test_recipe = Recipe.create(title: "Cake",
                              ingredients: "Flour, sugar, eggs.",
                              instructions: "Mix ingredients...")

  assert_equal test_recipe, Recipe.find_all_by_query("mix").first
end

We run these tests and they fail, as expected:
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 Run options: --seed 49338

# Running:

.F...F..

Finished in 0.124387s, 64.3154 runs/s, 88.4337 assertions/s.

  1) Failure:
RecipeTest#test_should_find_a_match_on_instructions [/Users/brianhogan/books/
cookbook2/code/10_search/cookbook/test/models/recipe_test.rb:71]:
--- expected
+++ actual
@@ -1 +1 @@
-#<Recipe id: 980190963, title: "Cake", ingredients: "Flour, sugar, eggs.",
 instructions: "Mix ingredients...", created_at: "2015-03-12 17:00:35", updated_at:
 "2015-03-12 17:00:35", category_id: nil>
+nil

So to implement this we'll alter our existing method so it uses a SQL or clause that
compares the keyword against all three fields:

Example 10.6. code/10_search/cookbook/app/models/recipe.rb

def self.find_all_by_query(query)
  query = query.downcase
  query = "%#{query}%"

  Recipe.where(['lower(title) like ?
                 OR lower(ingredients) like ?
                 OR lower(instructions) like ?',
                 query, query, query])

end

Running the tests one more time shows our tests have passed completely.

 Run options: --seed 55123

# Running:

........

Finished in 0.087529s, 91.3983 runs/s, 125.6726 assertions/s.

8 runs, 11 assertions, 0 failures, 0 errors, 0 skips

We now have a complete, tested backend for our search system. All we have to do is
put it into our app and display the results.

10.3. Creating a Search Interface

We've worked out the backend of the search system, so now we can put our atten-
tion toward the frontend. We need a form and a way to capture the form results so
we can send them to our search method we just created.

As you recall, we'll handle the search request in the index action of the
RecipesController. The index action responds to GET requests, which is ap-
propriate for searches because they are requests for information and don't change the
state on the server. They also allow visitors to bookmark the search URL.
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With that in mind, let's build the form. We'll do it in a shared partial so that we
can place the form on the home page of the site as well as on the recipes listing
page. Create the folder /app/views/shared/ so we have a place to put the
partial. This is a convention that many developers use when creating partials that
will be shared across multiple parts of the app. Then, in that folder, create the file
_search.html.erb. Remember the underscore, as that denotes that this is a par-
tial view, meant to be included in another view. Inside of this new file, create the
form like this:

Example 10.7. code/10_search/cookbook/app/views/shared/_search.html.erb

<%= form_tag recipes_url, method: :get do %>
  <label for="query">Keywords: </label>
  <input type="search" id="query" name="q" value="<%= params[:q] %>">
  <input type="submit" value="Search">
<% end %>

The form contains a search field with the name of q. The name of the field gets
added to the params collection when the form is submitted, so we can use
params[:q] to retrieve its value. And we use that as the value of the form field so
that when someone submits a search query, their previous search will show up in the
search field.

So add this partial to the home page of the site, above the "Latest Recipes" section:

Example 10.8. code/10_search/cookbook/app/views/home/index.html.erb

<%= render  "/shared/search" %>

And then add this search form to the recipe list page too, at the top of the file:

Example 10.9. code/10_search/cookbook/app/views/recipes/index.html.erb

<%= render  "/shared/search" %>

When we visit the home page and fill in the form with "water", we'll be taken to the
url /recipes?q=water. But our search results won't be filtered yet. We need to
modify the index action of RecipesController.

If a search was submitted, the value of params[:q] will be filled in. Therefore
we can check to see if params[:q] indeed has a value and use that to fetch results
from our search logic. If it doesn't, we can just use the current behavior of the con-
troller. As long as we assign the results to @recipe, our view will render the re-
sults:

Example 10.10. code/10_search/cookbook/app/controllers/recipes_controller.rb

# GET /recipes
# GET /recipes.json
def index
  if params[:q]
    @recipes = Recipe.find_all_by_query(params[:q]).includes(:category)
  else
    @recipes = Recipe.includes(:category)
  end
end
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When we search for a keyword, we'll see results like we see in Figure 10.1, “Search
results” on page 120.

Figure 10.1. Search results

This search implementation really shows off the beauty of the MVC pattern. The
view we have just shows us recipes. It doesn't know how to get them from the
database, nor does it know anything about how the recipes even got to the view.
It just knows how to display them. The controller doesn't know where the recipes
came from either - it just knows that it needs to get search results or all results based
on the type of request.

10.4. What You Learned

In this chapter you learned how to make a simple search feature for a site. You al-
so learned how to lean on Rails' existing conventions to make the search incredibly
easy to implement. By leveraging the power of MVC and Rails' URL conventions,
adding a search on is a lot more simple than it would be in other environments.

Exercises

1. Modify the search so that it allows you to narrow the search for recipes to a spe-
cific category. Add a dropdown field to the form and use the value of that field.
View the documentation for Active Record to see how to do a table join.

At this point we have enough of an application built that we can share it with the
world, so let's look at how we can put this application into production!
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We've built an app, and now it's time to show it off publicly. But to do that we'd
better start thinking more about how we'll manage that code, get it on a production
server, and then manage changes so we can push new versions of our application
to production easily. There are many options for deploying Rails applications, but
Heroku is one of the easiest solutions available.

Heroku is a cloud-based hosting provider that makes it easy for developers to share
their apps with the rest of the world. They provide a free plan, too, so if you're just
getting started with your idea, you don't have to cough up money or a hosting plan.

We'll spend this chapter walking you through setting up an account with Heroku.
Along the way, we'll create a Git repository for your Rails application so you can
learn to track changes to your project and make updating your live application a
breeze.

11.1. Preparing For Launch

To use Heroku effectively, you'll need to have the Heroku Toolbelt installed.
Heroku also requires you to use the Git version control system for your application
so we'll learn how to set that up and work with Git repositories. You'll also need to
have an SSH keypair created so you can push your application to Heroku over SSH,
but we'll work through creating that keypair if you don't have one already. And of
course, you'll need an account at Heroku to make all of this happen.

Installing the Heroku toolbelt

Heroku provides a commandline utility you can use to manage and create applica-
tions easily. Install this by visiting https://toolbelt.heroku.com/ and choosing the ver-
sion for your operating syste,

Adding Required Gems

Heroku does make it easy to deploy a Rails application without configuring a
database or a web server on a Linux environment, but we have to follow some very
specific steps to make things work in its environment.

First, Heroku doesn't use SQLite as its database, and that's for the best since SQLite
isn't designed for use by hundreds or thousands of end users. Heroku uses the free
and incredibly powerful Postgres database. In order to use that, we must modify our
Gemfile to include support for this database. We also need another gem called
rails_12factor to make Rails logging and asset handling work properly with
Heroku. Finally, we need to use the Puma web server on Heroku, because otherwise
it'll use WEBrick which is not designed for production use. We can actually config-
ure Gems for specific environments, and so we'll specify that these two new gems
should only exist in the production environment:

https://toolbelt.heroku.com/
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Example 11.1. code/11_deploy/cookbook/Gemfile

group :production do
  gem 'pg'
  gem 'rails_12factor'
end

Now, any gems listed in our Gemfile that don't specify the environment will be
installed in all environments. We don't need the SQLite gem on our production
Heroku environment, so we'll modify the the Gemfile to only use the SQLite3 gem
in the development and test environments:

Example 11.2. code/11_deploy/cookbook/Gemfile

# Use sqlite3 as the database for Active Record
gem 'sqlite3', group: [:development, :test]

Note

When you get more comfortable with Rails, you'll want to use the same
database in development as you do in production. You can specify the
database you want to use when you create your Rails application. If you
deploy on Postgres, you should develop your app using it as well, to
avoid any sudden surprises. Of course, we won't have any in this book,
but you may on your own apps, so be careful!

Finally, set the version of Ruby in the Gemfile. Make sure it's the same version you
used during development to avoid any surprises. In this book we used Ruby 2.2.2, so
we'll add this line to the bottom of the Gemfile:

Example 11.3. code/11_deploy/cookbook/Gemfile

ruby "2.2.2"

Whenever we change to the Gemfile, we need to run the bundle install com-
mand. However, we want to use a new option that skips the installation of produc-
tion stuff. You may not have all of the prerequisites you need on your computer to
correctly install the pg and rails_12factor gems that Heroku needs. So we'll
tell Bundler to ignore the production gems when we run this on our machine:

$ bundle install --without production

There's one more file we have to create, and that is the Procfile which Heroku
uses to start our app with Puma. We create this file in the root of our app and place
this code in the file:

Example 11.4. code/11_deploy/cookbook/Procfile

web: bundle exec puma -t 5:5 -p ${PORT:-3000} -e ${RACK_ENV:-development}

That takes care of the initial configuration. To move on from here we have to con-
figure an account on Heroku.
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Creating a Heroku account

Visit http://heroku.com/ and sign up for an account using a valid email address.
When you provide your email address they'll send you an activation email. When
you receive that email, follow the activation link and complete the registration pro-
cess by providing a password.

Once you have an active account, you need to associate your public SSH keys with
your account.

Logging In to Heroku

Run the command

$ heroku login

This will prompt Heroku to ask us for our Heroku account credentials. It will also at-
tempt to associate your SSH keys with Heroku. But don't worry - if you don't have
an SSH key, the login utility will create one for you!

heroku login
Enter your Heroku credentials.
Email: brian@example.com
Password:
Could not find an existing public key.
Would you like to generate one? [Yn]
Generating new SSH public key.
Uploading ssh public key /Users/brian/.ssh/id_rsa.pub

If you're on Windows and you've used the RailsInstaller program, you probably al-
ready have an SSH key that Heroku will find and associate with your account.

11.2. Managing Source Code With Git

In order to upload our application to Heroku so it can be deployed, we need to use
the Git version control system. let's briefly learn about Git and how it works.

Git In A Nutshell

Git is a version control system. It lets you track all of the changes that you make to
your code. Instead of having to keep multiple backup copies of each file, or keep
large chunks of code commented out “just in case”, you make periodic snapshots of
your source code, called “commits”. You can then review the logs of your commits,
which lets you and your teammates see who's responsible for each line of code in the
project.

Git is great for solo developers as well as large teams. You can share your Git repos-
itory with others over the network or through services like Github 1 or Bitbucket 2 or

1http://github.com
2http://bitbucket.com

http://heroku.com/
http://github.com
http://bitbucket.com
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something you set up yourself using SSH. You “push” a copy of your repository to a
remote repository, and Git merges in the changes.

Not only does Heroku offer application hosting, they also offer Git repository host-
ing as well. When you push your code to Heroku, it automatically deploys your ap-
plication. So that means we'd better start using Git to manage our code!

Creating A New Git Repository

We create a Git repository right in our working directory with the Git command. But
before we do that we need to tell Git who we are. Every change we'll make to our
code will be tagged with our name and email address. Use the following commands
to identify yourself:

$ git config --global user.name "Your Name"

$ git config --global user.email
"your_email@whatever.com"

Of course, replace the details with your own name and email.

In the root of the Rails application, type:

$ git init

Initialized empty Git repository in /Users/bphogan/cookbook/.git/

This creates a blank repository, which means it doesn't know anything about our
files. We need to fix that by using Git to add our files to the repository. We can do
that easily with

$ git add .

This command tells Git to add every file and folder in our application to its list of
files to watch for changes. We're still not done though.

Once we've told Git about our files, we need to “commit”, or tell Git that it should
take a snapshot of our directory structure at this point in time. This snapshot is what
gets deployed to Heroku. it also gives us a point in time to go back to if we make
mistakes later.

To create the snapshot, type this command:

$ git commit -m "Ready for deployment"

The -m flag lets us provide a commit message, and this message is really important
when we go back a few months later to figure out what we did. You must supply a
commit message whenever you make a commit.
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11.3. Deploying the Application

With our Git repository ready, we can create a new application on Heroku like this:

$ heroku create bphrails5cookbook

Names must be unique!

Application names on Heroku have to be unique, so I recommend using
your initials or something specific to your app's name.

You should see this message, which confirms your app is created and linked to your
repository:

  Creating bphrails5cookbook..... done
Created http://bphrails5cookbook.herokuapp.com/ |
 git@heroku.com:bphrails5cookbook.git
Git remote heroku added

You can now push your application to the cloud with this command:

$ git push heroku master

This pushes your master branch to a remote Git repository on Heroku.
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Counting objects: 122, done.
Delta compression using up to 8 threads.
Compressing objects: 100% (107/107), done.
Writing objects: 100% (122/122), 28.96 KiB | 0 bytes/s, done.
Total 122 (delta 5), reused 0 (delta 0)
remote: Compressing source files... done.
remote: Building source:
remote:
remote: -----> Ruby app detected
remote: -----> Compiling Ruby/Rails
remote: -----> Using Ruby version: ruby-2.2.2
remote: -----> Installing dependencies using bundler 1.11.2
remote:        Running: bundle install --without development:test --path vendor/
bundle --binstubs vendor/bundle/bin -j4 --deployment
remote:        Fetching gem metadata from https://rubygems.org/..........
remote:        Fetching version metadata from https://rubygems.org/...
remote:        Fetching dependency metadata from https://rubygems.org/..
remote:        Installing i18n 0.7.0
remote:        Installing concurrent-ruby 1.0.2
...
remote:        Installing rails 5.0.0
remote:        Installing sass-rails 5.0.5
remote:        Bundle complete! 17 Gemfile dependencies, 57 gems now installed.
remote:        Gems in the groups development and test were not installed.
remote:        Bundled gems are installed into ./vendor/bundle.
remote:        Bundle completed (30.14s)
remote:        Cleaning up the bundler cache.
...
remote: -----> Discovering process types
remote:        Procfile declares types     -> web
remote:        Default types for buildpack -> console, rake, worker
remote:
remote: -----> Compressing...
remote:        Done: 29M
remote: -----> Launching...
remote:        Released v5
remote:        https://bphrails5cookbook.herokuapp.com/ deployed to Heroku
remote:
remote: Verifying deploy... done.
To https://git.heroku.com/bphrails5cookbook.git
* [new branch]      master -> master 

Once Heroku received your code, it ran some scripts to copy your files to a place
where it could make them publicly available on the web. It installed any gems it
needed, and started up your app.

Setting up your Database

We've deployed our application with Git, but this process doesn't set up our
database. However, we can use the Rails tasks to do that, using Heroku's command
line interface. From the console, run these commands:

$ heroku run rails db:migrate

$ heroku run rails db:seed

This creates the tables in our database and then runs the contents of the db/
seeds.rb file.

We can use this approach to run any Rails task you need to run, including migrations
later on.
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Restarting the Application

In production mode, our Rails application doesn't notice changes to our database or
our files. We've changed the database, so we need to restart the server to make our
application start working. Type this command in the console to restart your applica-
tion:

$ heroku restart

Once that's done, you can view your application at yourappname.heroku.com and
share it with the world!

11.4. Building and Deploying a New Feature With Git

Let's make a minor change to our application's home page - let's display the most re-
cent recipe if one exists. We'll use Git to track our changes and push this new feature
to production.

First, let's make a new branch in our repository. A branch lets us do work in a sep-
arate part of our codebase, isolated from the rest of the code. If we mess up, or de-
cide we don't want the feature, we can throw away the branch and return to our main
repository.

Git defaults to the “master” branch, but it's considered a bad practice to do any work
on the master branch. Instead, you should always create a new branch to do your
work in. So let's do that:

$ git branch latest_recipe

Once we've created the new branch, we need to "check it out" so we can work on it.

$ git checkout latest_recipe

Now we can work on this new bit of functionality

Branch and Checkout

We could have also used the command git checkout -b
latest_recipe to create and check out a new branch.

Adding the Latest Recipe

To get the latest recipe from the homepage, we need to get the latest recipe in the
controller for the home page. We can do that by using the last method on the
Recipe class. Open up app/controllers/home_controller.rb and
change the index action so it looks like this:

yourappname.heroku.com
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Example 11.5. code/11_deploy/cookbook/app/controllers/home_controller.rb

def index
  @number_of_recipes = Recipe.count
  @latest_recipe = Recipe.last
end

Then add this code to app/views/home/index.html.erb to display the lat-
est recipe:

Example 11.6. code/11_deploy/cookbook/app/views/home/index.html.erb

<h3>Latest Recipe</h3>
<% if @latest_recipe %>
  <h4><%=@latest_recipe.title %></h4>
  <p><%=@latest_recipe.ingredients %></p>
  <p><%=@latest_recipe.instructions %></p>
<% else %>
  <p>There are no recipes to display</p>
<% end %>

Here we're checking to see if there's a latest recipe. If there is, we display that recipe,
and if we don't have one, we just tell the user there aren't any.

Committing and Merging Your Branch

When you have a working feature, you need to integrate that feature into the rest of
your code. To do that, you need to tell Git to take another snapshot of your code. We
do that the same way we did before-by telling Git to track some files and then take
the snapshot.

$ git add .

$ git commit -m "added latest recipe"

Now all we have to do is merge our new snapshot into our old snapshot. We do that
by checking out our "master" branch, which is our main snapshot.

$ git checkout master

Then we merge our latest_recipe branch into our master branch:

$ git merge latest_recipe

With that, our master branch is updated. We can optionally throw away our fea-
ture brach with git branch -d latest_recipe.

Deploying Our Changes

We deploy the changes to Heroku in the same way we did before - by pushing our
changes to the heroku remote Git repository.

$ git push heroku master
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This deploys and restarts the application. Now you can go and share this with your
friends and family!

11.5. What You Learned

We've covered two important things in this chapter. First, you learned how to put
your app into production on Heroku using their free tier. Second, you learned how to
manage your project's source code using the Git version control tool.

Exercises

1. When a category is deleted, set all associated recipes to a nil category. Look at
the has_many relationship on the Category model and then look at the docu-
mentation for ActiveRecord associations to see if you can find the right option.

• Create a new branch in Git

• Make the change to the association

• Ensure the change works as expected

• Commit the changes to your ranch

• Switch to the master branch and merge the changes from your branch to your
master branch

• Deploy your changes to Heroku.

Next, let's look at a few more features of the Rails framework that you may need to
use in the future.





Chapter 12. Beyond The Basics
There's a lot more to the Rails framework than what we covered here. Let's explore a
few other features.

12.1. Writing Documentation with RDoc

Documenting code is one of the most useful things a developer can do. Unfortunate-
ly it’s often done poorly if it’s even done at all.

Ruby on Rails aims to change how developers write documentation by making use
of RDoc. RDoc is a program that can parse Ruby files for comments and convert
these comments to HTML pages or other formats. It generates very clean and nice-
looking documentation and is so easy to use that developers quickly come to actual-
ly enjoying documentation.

Any comments located directly above a class or method declaration will be inter-
preted by the RDOC parser to be the comments for that given block of code.

Here’s an example of some commented code.

  1 #=Recipes
  2 # Recipes are added, removed, maintained, and viewed using
  3 # the actions in this controller.
  4 #==Authentication
  5 # There is no authentication on this controller
  6 class RecipesController < ApplicationController
  7 
  8   # This action handles the default document (Index) and
  9   # simply redirects users to the list action.
 10   def index
 11     list
 12     render :action => 'list'
 13   end
 14 
 15 end

When we run the command $ rails doc:app, our HTML documentation will
be created for us. See Figure 12.1, “RDoc output in HTML” on page 131

Figure 12.1. RDoc output in HTML
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12.2. Working with the Console

Sometimes, when working with Rails, you might want to try something out that you
don't quite understand. Other times you want to explore the objects in your applica-
tion, or even just quickly create some records. As you saw earlier, the Rails Console
lets you load the entire Rails application into the Interactive Ruby environment so
you can execute commands and interact with your application. This can be great for
debugging, or even manipulating records in an application.

From the root of your project, execute the command

$ bin/rails console

to enter the console. Once the console is loaded, you can start experimenting with
your objects, as shown in Figure 12.2, “Using the Rails Console to work with
objects” on page 133
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Figure 12.2. Using the Rails Console to work with objects

Loading development environment (Rails 5.0.0)
:001 > recipe = Recipe.create :title => "test", :ingredients =>
 "stuff", :instructions => "mix together"
  D, [2013-11-17T15:02:56.306420 #64577] DEBUG -- :    (0.1ms)  begin transaction
  D, [2013-11-17T15:02:56.326046 #64577] DEBUG -- :   SQL (9.8ms)  INSERT INTO
 "recipes" ("created_at", "ingredients", "instructions", "title", "updated_at")
 VALUES (?, ?, ?, ?, ?)  [["created_at", Sun, 17 Nov 2013 21:02:56 UTC +00:00],
 ["ingredients", "stuff"], ["instructions", "mix together"], ["title", "test"],
 ["updated_at", Sun, 17 Nov 2013 21:02:56 UTC +00:00]]
  D, [2013-11-17T15:02:56.328395 #64577] DEBUG -- :    (1.0ms)  commit transaction
   => #<Recipe id: 2, title: "test", ingredients: "stuff", instructions: "mix
 together", created_at: "2013-11-17 21:02:56", updated_at: "2013-11-17 21:02:56",
 category_id: nil>
:002 > id = recipe.id
  => 2
:003 > recipe.category
  => nil
:004 > category = Category.find_by_name "Sandwiches"
  D, [2013-11-17T15:06:03.150904 #64577] DEBUG -- :   Category Load (0.7ms)  
 SELECT "categories".* FROM "categories" WHERE "categories"."name" = 'Sandwiches'
 LIMIT 1
  => #<Category id: 6, name: "Sandwiches", created_at:  "2013-11-17 19:22:40",
 updated_at: "2013-11-17 19:22:40">
:005 > recipe.category = category
:006 > recipe.changed
  => ["category_id"]
:007 > recipe.save
  => true
:008 > exit

Then I use the find method on Recipe to locate the recipe again. Then I see if it has
a category. Of course, it doesn’t so I fetch a category from the database and assign
it to my instance. I use the changed method to see what columns in the database
have changed. The association is not saved until I execute the save method of my in-
stance.

This is just the beginning, but it shows how you can use the console to learn more
about how the methods on the classes work without having to write any view pages
or controller code. For example, on a relatively small application, you could use the
Console to create and modify data instead of spending the time building a user inter-
face.

12.3. Logging

Rails applications automatically log requests and responses to the various logs. One
log you should really keep an eye on is your development.log file. It contains a lot
of useful information such as the parameters sent on each request as well as the SQL
statements created by Rails and sent to the database.

This is the place you’ll want to look to tune your application. Not only can you see if
you’re executing too many SQL statements for the job at hand, but you can also see
how long it took Rails to serve the request to your client.

12.4. Writing your own SQL statements
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At first glance, Rails may seem limited. We’ve gone through this entire project with-
out writing any SQL. A lot of the time we won’t have to worry about it. However, it
is still very possible for us to get into the code and do what we need to do.

For example, one of the methods in Active Record is called find_by_sql which
allows us to look records up using our own custom SQL statement.

@results = Recipe.find_by_sql "select r.title, c.name
  from recipes r
  join categories c
  on r.category_id = c.id"

  => [#<Recipe:0x3750478 @attributes={"name"=>"Beverages", "title"=>"Test"}>] 

You have to understand Ruby to understand what this example returns, so I’ll help
out. The square brackets ([]) surrounding the result means that you're dealing with
an Array. The #<Recipe piece means it’s a Recipe object. So when you use the
find_by_sql method, you receive an array of objects which you can then iterate
over.

@results.each do |recipe|
  puts recipe.name  # print to STDOUT
  puts recipe.title # print to STDOUT
end

Note that a new method name has been created in the instance of the Recipe ob-
ject. Active Record inspected the column names that came back from the database
and dynamically created accessor methods for us to use.

Warning

Never use “puts” in your Rails application directly. It can cause prob-
lems that you may not find later on. It’s only to be used in tests and
in the console to help you debug. If you’re wondering, it’s equivalent
to system.out.println in Java, echo in Bash and PERL, or
console.log in JavaScript. It pushes its output to STDOUT in the
console.

There are many other features in Rails that make it extremely flexible. Don’t get
fooled into thinking Rails is all about scaffolding. Rails is much more than that!

12.5. What You Learned

In this chapter you learned how to create documentation with RDoc which makes it
easier for developers to understand how your application works. You also learned
how Rails logging works, and you explored how to write your own SQL statements
when the ones that Rails creates for you aren't going to be efficient enough. From
here you've got the solid foundation you need to continue exploring the Rails frame-
work.
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Exercises

1. Document some other methods in your controllers and models and then regener-
ate the docs. Here are some simple formatting symbols:

• # is the comment

• = is a large header

• == is a level 2 header

• --- is a horizontal rule

• * is a bullet

That does it for the tutorial, but in the next chapter you'll find some additional re-
sources you can use to continue your exploration of the Rails framework and the Ru-
by programming language.





Chapter 13. Where To Go Next?

Hopefully this small tutorial gave you enough of an overview of the Ruby on Rails
framework to see the potential impact it has on rapid application development. From
here, you should be able to extend this assignment by doing the homework or ex-
plore further by coming up with your own application, using this as a model.

13.1. More On Deploying Rails Applications

Heroku makes deploying Rails applications extremely simple, but Heroku does have
limitations. It's a read-only file system, so you need to use other cloud services like
Amazon S3 if you want to upload files to your application. If you need something
more complex, you'll need to look at other options.

Rails applications require more setup work than PHP applications and there are lots
of things that can go wrong when you’re first starting out. Do not attempt deploy-
ment until you are very comfortable with the Rails framework.

Applications can be deployed using a variety of methods, but the most popular
method is to use Passenger. Passenger works with Apache or Nginx to make deploy-
ing Rails applications extremely easy. The Passenger site1 provides more informa-
tion on deploying applications using this method. Another excellent method for de-
ployment is Apache or Nginx balancing a collection of Thin server instances; how-
ever this method is more difficult to manage than Passenger.

There are many web hosting companies that support Rails. Shared hosts such as
Dreamhost keep the cost low by sharing space and memory with other users. This
is a great low-cost way to launch your application. Dreamhost makes hosting Rails
applications painless by employing Passenger, an Apache module designed to make
deploying Rails applications easy.

If you need high availability, you can look at EngineYard [http://
www.engineyard.com/], which promise to host large Rails sites with ease. Engine
Yard is significantly more expensive than shared hosting plans. You can’t afford it
unless you are really making money. It’s worth every penny though and they do of-
fer a Solo plan using Amazon's EC2 cloud.

If you just want to set things up yourself on dedicated virtual servers, you could look
Linode [http://www.linode.com/], and DigitalOcean [http://www.digitalocean.com/].
You'll set up your deployments using Git and Capistrano.

Deploying applications is not trivial, but it's not a terrible experience either. Once
you've gotten your head around how it all works, you'll have no problem moving
apps around.

1http://www.modrails.com/

http://www.engineyard.com/
http://www.engineyard.com/
http://www.engineyard.com/
http://www.linode.com/
http://www.linode.com/
http://www.digitalocean.com/
http://www.digitalocean.com/
http://www.modrails.com/
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More information on deployment can be found in the book Deploying Rails Applica-
tions2 from the Pragmatic Bookshelf.

13.2. Development Tools

There are several different tools you can use to easily build Rails applications.

• First, check out SublimeText. While not an IDE, it is built for developers and
has great support for Rails. It's also available for Windows, OSX, and Linux. See
http://http://www.sublimetext.com/ for more information.

• Those interested in a full-blown IDE for Rails development will love RubyMine
from JetBrains. See http://www.jetbrains.com/ruby/. Rubymine is a fantastic edi-
tor with excellent Rails and Ruby support for large projects.

• If you're comfortable using VIM, you want to look into the rails.vim plugin.

Rails.vim plugin: http://www.vim.org/scripts/script.php?script_id=1567

13.3. Books

• Learn to Program (Chris Pine)

http://www.pragprog.com/titles/fr_ltp/learn-to-program

• Agile Web Development with Rails, Fourth Edition (Sam Ruby, Dave Thomas, et
all)

http://pragprog.com/book/rails4/agile-web-development-with-rails-4

• Pragmatic Guide to Sass (Hampton Catlin and Michael Lintorn Catlin)

http://pragprog.com/book/pg_sass/pragmatic-guide-to-sass

• Pragmatic Guide to Git (Travis Swicegood)

http://pragprog.com/book/pg_git/pragmatic-guide-to-git

• Programming Ruby (Dave Thomas)

http://pragprog.com/book/ruby4/programming-ruby-1-9-2-0

• The Well Grounded Rubyist (David A. Black)

http://www.manning.com/black2/
2http://pragprog.com/titles/cbdepra

http://http://www.sublimetext.com/
http://www.jetbrains.com/ruby/
http://www.vim.org/scripts/script.php?script_id=1567
http://www.pragprog.com/titles/fr_ltp/learn-to-program
http://pragprog.com/book/rails4/agile-web-development-with-rails-4
http://pragprog.com/book/pg_sass/pragmatic-guide-to-sass
http://pragprog.com/book/pg_git/pragmatic-guide-to-git
http://pragprog.com/book/ruby4/programming-ruby-1-9-2-0
http://www.manning.com/black2/
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• HTML5 and CSS3 (Brian P. Hogan)

http://pragprog.com/book/bhh52e/html5-and-css3

• Practical Object-Oriented Design in Ruby (Sandi Metz)

http://www.poodr.com/

• Deploying Rails Applications (Anthony Burns and Tom Copeland)

http://pragprog.com/book/cbdepra/deploying-rails

13.4. Online Resources

• Try Ruby (http://tryruby.org/)

• Railscasts (http://railscasts.com/)

• The Rails Tutorial (http://ruby.railstutorial.org/)

• #rubyonrails IRC channel (http://wiki.rubyonrails.org/rails/pages/IRC)

• Rails Mentors (http://railsmentors.org/)

• Git Immersion (http://gitimmersion.com/)

http://pragprog.com/book/bhh52e/html5-and-css3
http://www.poodr.com/
http://pragprog.com/book/cbdepra/deploying-rails
http://tryruby.org/
http://railscasts.com/
http://ruby.railstutorial.org/
http://wiki.rubyonrails.org/rails/pages/IRC
http://railsmentors.org/
http://gitimmersion.com/
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